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Abstract 
Using a sociocultural frame to view the composing process as contextualized social 
practices, this qualitative study focused on children’s and teachers’ conceptions and negotiations 
of authorship and ownership. Drawing on data from four months of classroom observations, as 
well as semi-structured interviews, I examined the collaborative composing processes (i.e. 
writing, talking, and drawing) of second grade students, the ways in which they adapted and 
transformed these practices as third graders, and their changing conceptions and negotiations of 
issues of authorship and ownership. 
Through thematic and discourse analysis, this close examination of two classrooms in 
two different grades in the same school revealed a) there are many different ways to co-author a 
text and all co-authors might not contribute in the same way or in the same amount to a text, b) 
teachers' ideologies about writing shape the participation structures, modes of participation, and 
roles available to children in their classroom, and c) participation structures and modes of 
participation shape and are shaped by children’s relationships with each other, their perceived 
identities, and their ideas about textual ownership. These findings have implications for thinking 
about collaborative writing practices, particularly that “collaboration” is not an accurate term to 
describe all the different ways, and the myriad roles, in which children engage when they work 
together to co-author a text. When students set their own rules and expectations for collaboration, 
they demonstrate that writing is a social practice by choosing to write with their friends about 
topics that are important to them. 
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Chelsea and Ema, two second graders, are sitting in desks next to each 
other. They are co-writing a book, and each has a page of the book in 
front of her. Chelsea is working on the cover and Ema is working on 
the first page. As they write, the girls talk about spelling, letter 
formation, and what their book will be about. After a few minutes of 
talking and writing, Ema stops talking and focuses on her writing, but 
then Chelsea breaks the silence: 
Chelsea: By Chelsea. Just Chelsea. 
Ema: Take that back! 
Chelsea: Fine. 
Background 
In the vignette above, Ema and Cheslea are grappling with some 
of the issues of ownership and authorship that can arise when individuals 
(of any age) collaborate. Ema rose quickly to anger when Cheslea 
threatened not to credit her as co-author of their book. Although their 
book consisted of only a few sentences and pictures, Ema obviously felt 
that the mental and physical labor she had contributed to the piece 
entitled her to shared ownership, and public recognition of authorship, of 
the text. 
In many elementary writing classrooms, though, writing is often thought of as 
something that one does quietly and individually (Schultz, 1997). In some classrooms, the 
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opportunities that students have to write are mainly filling in worksheets or reading a story 
in a textbook and writing answers to questions about it. In other classrooms, especially 
those in which the curriculum is guided by the process writing approach (Calkins, 1983; 
Graves, 1983; Murray, 1968) and/or the Common Core State Standards (available 
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy),    students    may    write    opinion  pieces, 
informative/explanatory texts, narratives, and research projects. Regardless of the genre of 
writing, in most elementary classrooms, the writing is produced individually and the 
student whose name is at the top of the page is considered to have sole ownership over that 
text. 
However, language, whether oral or written, is not produced in isolation. 
Sociocultural theorists have demonstrated that literacy is a social practice 
(Street, 1985; Vygotsky, 1978). Razfar & Gutierrez explain, “from a 
sociocultural perspective, individual mental processes are contextually situated 
and are fundamentally social” (2010, p. 62). In fact, Bakhtin (1981) asserts: 
Language lies on the borderline between oneself and the other. The word in 
language is half someone else’s. It becomes ‘one’s own’ only when the speaker 
populates it with his own intention, his own accent, when he appropriates the 
word, adapting it to his own  semantic and expressive intention (p. 278). 
Language does not belong solely to the individual who writes or speaks it. It is 
not until the individual infuses his or her own voice into the word and uses the 
word for his or her own intentions that (s)he may claim ownership of it. 
Issues of ownership and authorship regularly hit the headlines, such as on June 
15, 2017, when the chief executive of the National Music Publishers 
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Association (NMPA), David Israelite, announced that Yoko Ono will be 
recognized as co-author, with John Lennon, for the song “Imagine” (Aswad, 
2017; Marinucci, 2017; Shea, 2017). In an interview that aired on the BBC in 
1980, John Lennon admitted: 
John Lennon: Actually, that (“Imagine”) should be credited as a 
LennonOno song. A lot of it, the lyric and the concept, came from 
Yoko. But those days, I was a bit more selfish, a bit more macho, and I 
sort of omitted to mention her contribution, but it was right out of 
Grapefruit, her book. There’s a whole pile of pieces about imagine this 
and imagine that, and give her credit now, long over due. 
Yoko Ono: Everything we did together in those days, we just inspired 
each other. 
John Lennon: yeah, but if had it been Bowie, I would’ve put 
Lennon/Bowie, you see, if it had been a male, when we wrote Fame 
together, Harry Nilsson, Old dirt road, it’s Lennon/ Nilsson, but when 
we did it, I just put Lennon because, you know, she’s just the wife, and 
you don’t put her name on, right? 
As I said before the above excerpt, Lennon credited Ono as co-author in this 
interview in 1980. In that interview, Peebles, the interviewer, mentioned that 
“Imagine” was written in 1971. It took Lennon nine years to publically credit 
Ono as a co-author of that song, and another thirty-seven before the National 
Music Publishers Association formally acknowledged her as such. 
At the NMPA’s Centennial Annual Meeting on June 14, 2017, after he 
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announced that Ono would officially be recognized as co-author of the song, 
Israelite told the audience, “While things may have been different in 1971, 
today 
I am glad to say things have changed” (Marinucci, 2017). However, at the same 
event, Martin Bandier, the chairman/CEO of Sony/ATV Music Publishing 
pointed out: 
When I look today at the likes of Spotify, Apple Music, and YouTube, I 
ask: 
where are the names of the songwriter? They are either not there or so 
hidden that you would have to be a special prosecutor, or perhaps The 
Washington Post- to find them. It is as if the songwriters do not exist 
and the only people who matter are the recording artists. However, 
without the songwriters coming up with the words and music in the first 
place, there would be nothing for the artist to record and no music to 
stream (Christman, 2017). 
Bandier makes the point that the songwriter should be credited in equal measure 
with the artist since both songwriter and artist contributed to the creation of the 
song. While the artist may have made the song her own by infusing the words 
with her voice and intentions, the song would not exist without the words 
penned by the songwriter; therefore, the two should both be credited for their 
contributions to the piece. 
Issues of authorship and ownership are not exclusive to the world of 
adults, as Ema and Chelsa showed us in the opening vignette.  In Ema and 
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Chelsea’s classroom, the second grade classroom in which my study begins, 
writing was initially conceived as an individual activity. Their teacher, Mrs. 
Morris, shared with me that while she explicitly taught expectations for children 
reading together and doing word work together, she did not start the year with 
an explicit invitation for children to collaborate in their writing. She could not 
recall when her students began to collaborate on their writing, but it was a 
practice that students initiated in the unofficial world that became an official 
practice over time. Some of Mrs. Morris’ second grade students become Mr. 
Janos’ third grade students at the beginning of the next school year. As third 
graders, the students wrote most often to fulfill assignments given to them by 
their teacher. Some of these assignments required students to produce writing 
individually, while others required students to write with a partner or in a group. 
While the configurations for writing in the second and third grade classrooms 
differed, the students demonstrated across the grades that just because a text is 
co-authored, doesn’t mean that ownership and authorship are shared. 
Purpose and Significance of the Study 
When I worked as a literacy coach in New York City, I worked with 
Kindergarten-third grade teachers and teaching assistants around the teaching 
and learning of literacy. One day, I walked into a Kindergarten classroom and 
sat next to a child who was writing in a notebook. I asked him what he was 
writing, and he pointed to the chalkboard, on which the date and lesson’s aim 
were written. I asked him if he would read what he’d written so far to me, and 
he shrugged, replying, “I can’t read.” After this event, I began to work with this 
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child’s teacher to expand the possibilities for reading and writing in her 
classroom. A few weeks later, I observed her co-write a story with her students, 
and then invite them to write their own stories. As she circulated around the 
room, I heard her tell a student not to copy her story, but to think of one of his 
own, instead. A few weeks prior, this teacher had required her students to copy 
her words off the board, but in this event, students were expected to not copy 
her words. Up to this point, it seemed as though she had been socializing her 
students to think of writing as copying words that they may not have even been 
able to read.  But then, without an explanation to the students that I was aware 
of, although the story had been co-written with the students, the words and idea 
the story expressed became hers and the students were required to write theirs. 
Despite the reality that texts are often co-written, as the examples of Chelsea 
and Ema; Ono and Lennon; and singers and songwriters demonstrate, in 
elementary schools, children are most often socialized into the ideas that words 
and ideas are individually owned and should be individually produced (Calkins, 
1986; 
Graves, 1983; Schultz, 1997). 
In this dissertation, I examine the collaborative composing processes 
(i.e. writing, talking, and drawing) of second grade students and the ways in 
which they adapt and transform these practices as third graders. Although 
students of this age may rarely be allowed to officially collaborate on their 
writing, examining how they create texts collaboratively in official and 
unofficial ways 
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(Dyson, 1993) will provide insight into the students’ collaborative writing 
processes, their enacted roles as writers, and their changing conceptions of text 
ownership. 
This study explores issues of ownership around writing in elementary 
school grades by looking at ways in which ownership is negotiated. I build on 
Dyson’s (2013) study by focusing on participation between children who are 
jointly producing one text. This study contributes to the body of knowledge 
about second and third grade children and their writing and participation 
practices. Not only is it unique in its longitudinal nature (following students 
from second to third grade), but in the last ten years, not many studies have 
been written about children in these grades. Most of the recently published 
studies about collaborative writing have focused on younger children (e.g. 
Dyson, 2013; 
Vass, 2007) or older children (e.g. Christianakis, 2010; Rojus-Drummond et al., 
2008). Following children across two grade levels in the same school can 
provide insight into different ways that children can be socialized by teachers 
and peers into ideas about what writing is, what good writing practices are, and 
issues of ownership and authorship. Furthermore, the difficulty I had in finding 
classrooms in which children write every day and are allowed to talk as they 
write illustrates that a gap currently exists between theory and classroom 
practice. In light of this, my study will demonstrate the importance of 
connecting New Literacy Studies theory (Street, 1985) to classroom practice. 
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To explore these issues of socialization, authorship, and ownership, I 
asked the following questions: 
1. How are children socialized by teachers and peers in a second grade
classroom and a third grade classroom into ideas about:
a. What a writer does?
b. What counts as good writing practices?
c. What counts as collaboration?
d. What the processes of claiming ownership are?
2. How do students create texts collaboratively in a second grade
classroom and a third grade classroom?
a. What are the participation structures and power dynamics that
develop:
i. between students?
ii. between the teachers and students?
b. What kind of roles do students enact as they create collaborative
texts?
In attempt to answer these questions, I focused on writing events in 
which two or more children worked together to produce one text in a second 
grade classroom, and I then followed four focal students from that second grade 
classroom into third grade. 
This study shows that children actively negotiated a) the conceptions of 
authorship and ownership, and b) what it means to be a co-author, and how they 
can participate as such, and those negotiations are shaped by and shape their 
social relations. I will show that different participation structures, modes of 
participation, and roles available for children to enact afford different 
possibilities for conceptions of ownership and authorship. I will point out that 
different power dynamics existed within the different participation structures; 
and often, the children found ways to subvert the power dynamics within a 
participation structure, especially within power structures involving the teacher. 
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I will also weave discussions throughout the findings chapters about the ways in 
which children were socialized by the teacher and their peers about notions 
about authorship, collaboration, and ownership. 
Outline of the Chapters 
 
In Chapter 2, I review the literature relevant to my study. I begin by 
defining the New Literacy Studies conception of literacy, which is the 
approach I take to thinking about literacy. Second, I discuss the major tenants 
of the sociocultural perspective, within which the New Literacy Studies body 
of literature rests. Third, I look at development and learning from a 
sociocultural perspective. Fourth, I define socialization and offer examples of 
how teachers have socialized students into conceptions of language and 
literacy. I end this section by pointing out that teachers are not the only agents 
of socialization in classrooms; students socialize teachers as well as their 
peers. Fifth, I explore issues of identity construction and show how identity 
may be constructed through child writing. Sixth, I define participation and 
discuss Dyson’s (2013) concept of participation modes, on which my study 
will build. The last two sections of this chapter discuss issues of collaboration 
and ownership. In Chapter 3, I explain the methodology I used in my 
study and describe in detail the three phases of my ethnographic study. First, I 
state my research questions. Second, I describe my dissertation site and the 
two classrooms in which this study occurred, as well as my site selection 
process. Third, I introduce the second and third grade teachers and students 
who were participants in this project.  Fourth, I explain my data collection 
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procedures. Fifth, I explain how I analyzed the data. This chapter ends with a 
discussion of my role as researcher in this project. 
Chapter 4 focuses on Mrs. Morris’ second grade classroom. I begin by 
describing the context for the second grade literacy block, known as the Daily 
5. I build on Phillips (1972) definition of participant structures to define
participation structures as specific frameworks in which participants have 
distinct rights and responsibilities for organizing verbal interaction. In this 
chapter I discuss the participation structures available to the students in this 
classroom- whole class instruction; writing conversations; peer writing help; 
official “write with someone” and unofficial “write with someone.” I then 
identify two participation modes, or the identifiable ways that children 
organized their interactions with one another, within the participation structure 
of “write with someone.” Finally, I identify the roles that students enacted as 
they wrote together, and pointed out how they used the many roles they slipped 
in and out of to assist in their navigation of the complexities of authorship and 
ownership when writing with a peer. In this chapter I illustrate that children 
actively negotiated the conceptions of ownership, authorship, and what it means 
to be a co-author, and how they can participate as such, and those negotiations 
are shaped by and shape their social relationships. 
Chapter 5 describes Mr. Janos’ third grade classroom. After describing 
the project-based curriculum that undergirded Mr. Janos’ literacy instruction, I 
identify the participation structures that were available to children as they wrote 
in this classroom- teacher-directed independent writing; peer writing help; and 
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writing with peers.  Then, I discuss the participation modes that children 
engaged in within the available participation structures and show that while the 
assignments and participation modes were teacher-assigned, the children did not 
always participate as the teacher intended. Finally, I explain the roles that 
children enacted as they created collaborative texts. I show in third grade, the 
different options for roles that were available for children to enact shape and/or 
were shaped by a) children’s relationship with their writing partner(s), b) the 
text’s genre, and c) children’s feelings of ownership over the text. Throughout 
the chapter, I point out how children were socialized by their teacher and peers 
into ideas about collaboration, authorship, and ownership. 
In Chapter 6, I will look across the two grades at issues of authorship 
and ownership, and as I do so, I will discuss the implications for this research. 





New Literacy Studies 
 
In many elementary writing classrooms today, writing is thought of as 
something that one does quietly and individually, and the student whose name is 
at the top of the page is considered to have sole ownership over that text 
(Schultz, 1997). However, New Literacy Studies views writing differently, as 
something more than an independent activity (Ede & Lunsford, 1990), and so in 
this dissertation, I take a New Literacy Studies Approach (Street, 1985) to 
understanding literacy as a social practice and thinking about it as practices for 
participation within situated contexts. New Literacy Studies helps me to 
understand literacy practices as “the general cultural ways of utilizing literacy 
that people draw upon in a literacy event” (Barton, 1994, p. 37), and literacy 
events as “any occasion in which a piece of writing is integral to the nature of 
participants’ interactions and their interpretive processes” (Heath, 1983, p. 93). 
In an article titled, “What’s ‘new’ in New Literacy Studies, Street 
(2003), citing himself in 1985, defined “New Literacy Studies” as: 
a new tradition in considering the nature of literacy, focusing not so 
 
much on acquisition of skills, as in dominant approaches, but rather on 
what it means to think of literacy as a social practice. (p. 77) 
In 1985, Street identified and distinguished between two models of literacy, 
“autonomous” and “ideological.” The autonomous model of literacy views 
literacy as a set of neutral and universal skills, which are independent from any 
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context. The ideological model, on the other hand, conceives of literacy as 
social practices that are always embedded within specific cultural contexts. 
Street (2003) explains: 
the ways in which teachers or facilitators and their students interact is 
already a social practice that affects the nature of the literacy being 
learned and the ideas about literacy held by the participants, especially 
the new learners and their position in relations of power. It is not valid 
to suggest that "literacy" can be "given" neutrally and then its "social" 
effects only experienced afterwards. (p. 78) 
Literacy as Sociocultural Practice 
 
Within the sociocultural theoretical framework, out of which New 
Literacy Studies developed, language and literacy are viewed as practices for 
participation within the situated contexts of the everyday life of a cultural group 
(Heath, 1983; Hymes, 1972). Miller and Goodnow (1995) define practices as 
“actions that repeated, shared with others in a social group, and invested with 
normative expectations and with meanings or significances that go beyond the 
immediate goal of the action” (p. 7). Miller and Goodnow (1995) propose 
“practices do not exist in isolation. Each practice has a history and is part of 
other practices that may offer supporting or competing alternatives” (p. 12). 
When a person engages in a practice, (s)he relies on the experiences (s)he has 
had, and will draw on those experiences to make meaning. Literacy practices, 
specifically, include the “ways in which writing is used: its implements, how it 
is understood, and the specific purpose it is used for in everyday life” (Miller & 
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Goodnow, 1995, p. 6). A situated view of language and literacy learning 
includes oral and written language as means to participate in a cultural world. 
Vygotsky (1978), upon whose ideas much of the sociocultural 
framework rests, saw writing as a complex cultural activity. Vygotsky advises 
“writing should be meaningful for children, that an intrinsic need should be 
aroused in them, and that writing should be incorporated into a task that is 
necessary and relevant for life” (p. 118). In other words, to be meaningful, 
writing must fulfill a purpose within a situated context. 
The Social Nature of Literacy 
Britton (1993), affirming the social nature of literacy, asserts “writing 
grows from talk” (p. 130). The sociocultural perspective has shown us, among 
other things, that writing and speaking are social processes that are inextricably 
linked (Heath, 1983; Hymes, 1972, Vygotsky 1978). For children, the talk in 
which they engage (and the relationships that talk builds or confirms) before, 
during, and after they produce a text is often just as, if not more, important that 
the written text. 
Dyson (1987) illustrated the social nature of writing and talk when, over a 
two-year period, she studied the spontaneous talk that children engaged in while 
they wrote stories. The children were of Asian, Black, Hispanic, MiddleEastern, 
White, and mixed ethnicities and in Kindergarten through Third grade in an 
urban magnet school on the West Coast. The same teacher, a White woman in 
her sixties, taught language arts to all of the classes. While the teacher did not 
encourage talk between children who were writing, she allowed it as 
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long as she felt a child’s talk wasn’t bothering other children. Dyson chose four 
kindergartners and four first graders (two males and two females in each grade) 
as focal students. Each of the four children were categorized by both Dyson and 
the teacher as falling within the range of “normal,” both academically and 
socially, for their grade level. While all of the children were native English 
speakers, they all spoke different varieties of English. Dyson asked the 
following research questions: (a) What purposes did the children’s talk serve? 
(b) What intellectual tasks did the children spontaneously and collaboratively 
accomplish? (c) In what ways did independent child writing behaviors reflect 
previous interactions with peers? 
Dyson (1987) asserts “when children go beyond their individual tasks- 
either in response to peers’ work or in an attempt to recognize others through 
their own work- they exhibit their best, most reflective behavior as writers” (p. 
401). She found that children’s talk “served to create and critique imaginary 
worlds” (p. 415) and that “peers could serve as an interested audience for 
another’s world, or they could cross the boundaries into that imaginary world 
and suggest new meaning elements that more directly extended and refined its 
time and space boundaries” (p. 403). Those meaning elements can include 
fodder for characters based on real life social relationships and critiques, 
including those directed towards language, logic, and/or spelling. Dyson also 
found that children demonstrated they considered their audience as they wrote. 
Dyson concludes, “the social laughing, teasing, correcting, and chatting that 
accompany children’s academic work are byproducts of the need to link with 
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others and be recognized by them. But they can also be catalysts for intellectual 
growth” (p. 417). 
According to Dyson (2010), building upon Bakhtin (1981), “written 
communication is an act of responsiveness to others with whom we share some 
actual or virtual place” (p. 465). One way in which children engage with each 
other is through their writing (Dyson, e.g. 1993, 2003, 2013). Bakhtin (1981) 
maintains that writing is completed in anticipation of an audience. While in 
school, teachers are an audience for children’s writing, but they are not the only 
audience; children act as an audience, often as the first and targeted audience, 
for each other. 
For example, Dyson (2013) recounts that a common practice in which 
one teacher engaged was to write about her weekend plans as she modeled 
composing for her students; thus, her students’ weekend plans often appeared as 
entries in their official (or school-sanctioned) writing. Children wrote about 
some of these weekend plans, like birthday parties, not looking forward to an 
actual upcoming birthday party, nor searching for their teacher’s approval, but 
in anticipation of the social work (Dyson, 1993) that these written plans would 
accomplish inside the classroom.  As long as the composed event sounded as if 
it could be realistic, (how could the teacher know for sure if it were “true” or 
not?), the children would have met the teacher-as-audience-member’s 
expectations of writing about events that could happen in everyday life; 
however, the children’s actions demonstrated that they were more interested in 
the unofficial (or child-governed) work their writing was accomplishing- 
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namely, writing themselves and each other in and out of friendships by deciding 
who would (and who would not) be included on their list for birthday 
invitations (see also [Dyson, 1993] for a more detailed account of the distinction 
between official and unofficial). 
While acting as an audience, peers and teachers may offer students 
assistance, criticism, and/or praise, by relying on their experiences, 
background, and understanding of certain aspects of literacy to do so. Bauman 
(1975), writing about verbal art (storytelling, for example) as performance, 
explains: performance involves on the part of the performer an assumption of 
accountability to an audience for the way in which communication is carried 
out, above and beyond its referential content. From the point of view of the 
audience, the act of expression on the part of the performer is thus marked as 
subject to  evaluation for the way it is done. (p. 293) 
As I mentioned above, Bakhtin (1981) maintains that writing is completed in 
anticipation of an audience. Bauman adds an additional expectation- that not 
only is the performer (or author) anticipating an audience, but (s)he knows that 
the audience will have certain expectations for the performance. 
Development and Learning 
Rogoff (2003) defines human development from a sociocultural 
perspective as “a process of people’s changing participation in sociocultural 
activities of their communities” (p. 52). She explains that “people contribute to 
the creation of cultural processes and cultural processes contribute to the 
creation of people.  Thus, individual and cultural processes are mutually 
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constituting rather than defined separately from each other” (2003, p. 51). A 
sociocultural view of learning, thus, focuses “attention on cultural practices, or 
valued activities with particular features and routines, as fundamental to 
understanding the nature of literacy” (Razfar & Gutierrez, 2003, p. 34). 
Vygotsky (1978) believes that learning processes are social in nature 
and that individuals learn about and learn how to use various cultural tools by 
interacting with members of a shared culture within their zone of proximal 
development. The zone of proximal development, Vygotsky explains, “is the 
distance between the actual development level as determined by independent 
problem solving and the level of potential development as determined through 
problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable 
peers” (p. 86). In other words, the zone of proximal development is just beyond 
what an individual is able to accomplish themselves, but is within the realm of 
what an individual can accomplish with the support of a more knowledgeable 
other, which may be a parent, teacher, or capable peer. 
As Sterponi (2014), building on Garrettt and Baquedano-Lopez (2002) 
and Schieffelin and Ochs (1986), eloquently sums up: 
the paradigm of language socialization posits that learning to read and 
write implies not only the acquisition of a set of cognitive and motor 
skills but also cultural apprenticeship into a community’s values, social 
positions, and identities, which are associated with locally shaped 
literacy practices. (p. 227) 
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Language and Literacy Socialization 
 
Garrett and Baquedano-Lopez (2002) define socialization as “the 
process through which a child or other novice acquires knowledge, orientations, 
and practices that enable him or her to participate effectively and appropriately 
in the social life of a particular community” (p. 339). The term “novice” could 
be applied to a person of any age who is learning to participate in the culture 
into which (s)he was born; a teenager seeking to become a member of an 
afterschool creative writing club; or an adult attempting to succeed in graduate 
school. Socialization is a life-long process; an individual can continue to be 
socialized into the different communities of which (s)he is (or becomes) a 
member well after childhood. 
One way through which individuals are socialized into membership in 
the various communities to which they belong is through language and ideas 
about language. Language, explains Barton (1994), “is an environment we 
create and control, it is also an environment we are situated in and are shaped 
by” (p. 47). In his book Choice Words, Johnston (2004) demonstrates how the 
language teachers use can socialize students into becoming particular kinds of 
language users. For example, he explains that by asking students to “write down 
a line you wish you had written” (Johnston, 2004, p. 16), a teacher “implies 
(insists, actually), that [children], obviously, want to write wonderful words- to 
be authors. It opens the possibility that they might be able to write such words” 
(p. 16). An example of how the teacher continues to socialize children into 
paying attention to language is when, at another time, she demonstrates the 
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practice in which she had asked her students to engage by commenting on how 
much she loves a line when she reads it as part of a read-aloud. 
Another example, as noted earlier, is Swaim (2004), who very 
purposefully socialized his students into viewing writing as something that 
leads to an “honest response and natural connection” (p. 80) after realizing that 
previously, “I programmed my students to respond to text from the point of 
view of expert critical readers concerned with clarity, detail, voice, and 
correctness” (p. 83). Swaim recognized that while talk between peers about 
writing is important, not all talk functions in the same way, and how he was 
teaching his students to talk about writing shaped their view of writing. 
Teachers are not the only agents of socialization in classrooms, however; 
students socialize teachers as well as their peers. 
Identity 
Kroskirty (2001) defines identity as “the linguistic construction of 
membership in one or more social groups or categories” (p. 106). Both written 
and oral language are tied to identity. Writers perform identities through their 
writing- through the narratives they tell in and about their writing, through 
interactions involving their writing, interactions in which they talk about their 
writing, and through the language and word choices they make as they write. 
Ivanič (1998) states “that writing is an act of identity in which people align 
themselves with socio-culturally shaped possibilities for self-hood, playing their 
part in reproducing or challenging the dominant practices and discourses, and 
the values, beliefs, and interests which they embody” (p. 32). 
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One way in which a child’s identity may be constructed through his/her 
writing is in relationship to others. Dyson (2010) shares an example of how, 
“through language use, the self enters into a relationship with others and, in the 
process, negotiates both a social encounter and a sense of how she or he belongs 
in the world” (p. 486). Kindergartner Jamal hears his friend Coretta sharing a 
story she wrote about going to the mall with her friends, and when he notices 
that the pictures shows a girls-only trip, he asks, “what about me?” and reminds 
Coretta, “I’m your friend” (Dyson, 2010, p. 486). When asked if she will add 
Jamal to her story, Coretta replies, “I have to” (Dyson, 2010, p. 486); she does 
not have to as far as the teacher or the expectations of the assignment are 
concerned, but she feels as though she has to in order to act as a friend to Jamal. 
Dyson explains, “if Coretta was to be a good friend in an ethical sense, she had 
to respond to Jamal. As her friend, Jamal had every right to expect to be 
included in Coretta’s imagined trip with her friends” (2010, p. 486). This 
example illustrates that an individual can use writing to take a social stance by 
constructing an identity as a “good friend.” 
Hunter (1997) studied one class of Canadian students in Grades 4 and 5 
over the course of two years. Using ethnographic methods, such as participant 
observation, field notes, and interviews, she noticed “the contrast between the 
school’s construction of the students’ identities based on ethnicity and English 
proficiency and the students’ own investments in often quite different social 
identities became salient” (p. 604). In this article, she presents a case study of 
one of the students, Roberto, who spoke both English and Portuguese at home. 
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When Roberto was in Grade 4, his writing reflected his attachment to home and 
family; his chosen topics helped to construct an identity as a good student in the 
eyes of the teacher, but because his chosen writing topics did not involve 
popular culture, they seemed to preclude him from also constructing an identity 
as “one of the boys.” While the content of his stories and the fact that he was 
respectful, quiet, and followed directions may have helped him to construct the 
identity of a “good student,” that identity proved to be conflicting when the 
product of his writing was evaluated, as apparently his teacher believed that his 
spelling needed improvement. Thus, Roberto’s writerly identity was not 
singular, but multiple and conflicting. 
In the second year of the study, Roberto’s class became a 5th and 6th 
grade class, and “Roberto’s identity in the peer group shifted from outsider to 
participant” (Hunter, 1997, p. 608). This year, the content of Roberto’s stories 
began to mirror that of his peer group - violent and related to popular culture. 
Hunter observes, “however, most of these texts were unfinished, and the 
incentive to write them seemed to reside less in content than in the social 
interaction involved in the composing process” (p. 608). Thus, while his 
identity as a member of his peer group dynamically changed from his 4th grade 
year to his 5th grade year, the identity projected onto him by the school 
remained “an atrisk Portuguese student with deficient English language and 
literacy skills” (p. 
610). 
The school failed to recognize Roberto’s multiple, conflicting, dynamic, 
 
and socially motivated construction of identity, instead slapped the 
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onedimensional label of “at-risk” on to Roberto. The things Roberto had 
demonstrated that he values, namely friendships, collaborating with his peers to 
develop story ideas, and popular culture, are not valued by the school; nor, in 
fact, are these practices valued by Hunter (1997).   She states that in her 
opinion, 
“vicariously taking on powerful media identities, playing as friends, and 
composing a record of the activity contributed little to their literacy skills…” (p. 
609). What Roberto considers to be important is not considered to be important 
by the school. 
Dyson (2015) would strongly disagree with this deficit perspective 
adopted by both Roberto’s school and Hunter (1997). She instructs, “we must 
look through a lens other than one grounded in official requirements; we must 
pay attention to children’s use of language to participate in relations with 
others” 
(p. 202). Dyson demonstrates how Ta’Von, in ways similar to those of Roberto 
and Coretta (who was mentioned earlier in this document) attempted to use his 
writing practices as means through which to assert his identity as a good friend. 
Despite Ta’Von’s development as a writer (and a friend) throughout the year, 
he, just like Roberto, “seemed to have lost the ‘race to the top’ before school 
even began” (Dyson, 2015, p. 205).  Dyson leads the call: “as educators, 
though, we have a particular responsibility to work toward the respectful 
inclusion of our children as developing learners. In order to see and hear our 
children’s strengths and weaknesses, we must move outside the narrow image 
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of the ‘idea’ child, and we must dismantle the myth of the singular path to 
language arts success” (2015, p. 260). 
Manyak (2001) studied a class of native Spanish speaking first and 
second grade children in a school after California’s Proposition 227 passed, 
which mandated English-only instruction for all students. He focused on the 
students’ participation in a daily literacy practice called The Daily News. 
Throughout the first semester, the production of The Daily News was a shared 
writing event, in which the teacher and students wrote the text together. If a 
student shared news in Spanish, the teacher would record it in English, asking 
the students to help her to translate. Once the text had been composed, the 
students and teacher would read it together, chorally. At the end of each month, 
the teacher bound that month’s Daily News Reports into a book for the 
classroom library. 
In the second semester, the students began to take more ownership of 
the literacy practice- everyday, two students would act as reporters and write 
down the day’s news independently of the teacher. Consistent with the all other 
independent reading and writing in the class, the student reporters could 
participate in English or Spanish. Together, the class and teacher would edit the 
report, and then the reporters would revise it for the monthly book. Because the 
students were allowed to write in English or Spanish, students who were less 
proficient English writers would often request that the news was delivered in 
Spanish, thus allowing them to protect their identity as proficient writers. 
Manyak noticed that the news givers consistently met this request, thus 
supporting their peers’ identity preservation. He asserts: 
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By their participation in the Daily News, the children assumed a number 
of attractive identities: individuals with valuable life experiences that 
belonged in school and in print, responsible community members 
trusted to complete important tasks without adult supervision, 
translators, capable writers, and peer teachers. In addition, within the 
webs of collaboration spun around the work of the Daily News, the 
children shifted constantly between expert and apprentice roles, creating 
a sense of “joyful relativity” that confounded any clear ascription of 
superior or 
inferior knowledge or ability (Manyak, 2001, p. 456). 
 
These examples have demonstrated ways in which identity may be constructed 
through child writing. They also have shown the consequences of identity 
construction for children’s learning, especially if the identity that the child is 
intent on constructing differs from the identity of a learner that the school 
expects. Furthermore, these examples have illustrated that identities are fluid, 
complex, and multiple. However, schools tend to box children into a singular 
identity; in the eyes of the school, a student may either be a “good student” or a 
“bad student;” an “ELL” or “English proficient;” “below level” or “above 
level.” By not acknowledging the whole child and all of his/her fluid, complex, 
and multiple identities, schools are limiting the child’s potential for learning. 
Participation 
 
Participation has been analyzed in different ways by different 
researchers.  Goodwin and Goodwin (2006) define participation as “actions 
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demonstrating forms of involvement performed by parties within evolving 
structures of talk” (p. 222). They assert that both the speaker and the listener 
have active roles within talk, and that both of the roles can shape the dynamic 
structure of the talk. Participation is not just influenced by the people directly 
involved within those evolving structures of talk, though; social and cultural 
dynamics also play a role because people are socialized to participate in talk 
and to use language in different ways. 
Phillips (2001) looks at cultural expectations and their influence on 
participation structures. She identified four participation structures common in 
all-Indian classes and non-Indian classes in public classrooms on and near 
Warm Springs Reservation, respectively. She compared the participation 
structures identified in the classroom to those she found within the Indian 
community and found that the times Indian children most often verbally 
participated in the classroom were those times in which the expected 
participation structures was similar to conditions for verbal participation in their 
community. Philips’ study demonstrates the necessity for teachers to be aware 
about and thoughtful of the social conditions for participation in their students’ 
communities. 
Looking at interactions from the children’s perspectives, Dyson (2013) 
documented modes of participation, which she explains are, “identifiable ways 
that children…organized their interactions with one another” (p. 95). She 
identified categories of participation modes that she calls collegial 
responsiveness, coordination of actions, complementary relations, and 
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collaborative improvisations. Collegial responsiveness refers to the dialogic 
actions that occur between children who are close in “status, interests, and 
position in school” (Dyson, 2013, p. 101). The coordinated actions mode 
describes children who coordinate their words and actions during composing. 
Children engaged in present-moment play who create roles for themselves that 
help to create a coherent and connected imaginary world are participating in 
what Dyson calls complementary relations. The most complex participation 
mode, according to Dyson, is that of collaborative improvisations, in which, 
“children had complementary roles in joint play, and their graphic turns built on 
one another’s, evolving dialogically” (p. 136). Through the dialogic nature of 
writing, children use their agency to socialize each other into ways of writing 
that are not only valued in school, but that also have meaning to them. While 
Dyson, due to “curricular constraints” (Dyson, personal communication, April 
1, 2015), focused on participation modes that resulted in individual production, 
my study expands on this focus to include participation between children who 
are jointly producing a text. 
Collaborative Writing 
 
Collaborative writing is a practice that has different definitions, 
functions differently, and means different things to different people in different 
contexts. 
Bazerman and Prior (2004) instruct: 
 
to understand writing, we need to explore the practices that 
people engage in to produce texts as well as the ways that 
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writing practices gain their meanings and functions as dynamic 
elements of specific cultural settings. (p. 2) 
In this section, I will discuss how collaborative writing is defined and what it 
looks like in two elementary classrooms in different contexts. 
In her year-long study of a combination third and fourth grade classroom 
that contained 57 students and two teachers in an urban public school, Schultz 
(1997) asked: (a) how is collaboration defined in this classroom? (b) What is the 
range and variation of collaboration? (c) What are the structures established by 
teachers and maintained by students that support collaboration? (d) How do 
these interactions shape students’ writing and voice? Shultz’s study was guided 
by her broad definition of collaboration: 
Collaboration includes the acts of sharing, copying, correcting, 
disagreeing, adding, advising, listening, and writing alone. Also 
included in collaborative writing are negotiations of meaning and 
friendship. Collaboration means to write with, and also for, other 
people. 
(p. 282) 
This definition encompasses a wider view of collaboration than the traditional 
conception of two or more students working together to produce one shared 
text. 
Schultz (1997) began this study by acting as a participant-observer to 
become familiar with the whole class. She then chose 10 focal children whom 
she believed represented the different ways that children participated in writing 
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in this classroom, and finally narrowed the focal children down from ten to five 
students and their collaborators. One of these five focal students formed a 
collaborative relationship with her teacher and the other four formed a range of 
collaborative relationships with their peers. Schultz found that collaboration 
amongst students occurred when students wrote in groups, which she called 
networks; when students wrote their own stories while sitting side by side; 
when more than one student authored a single text; and even when students 
wrote by themselves. Schultz characterized students writing by themselves as a 
form of collaborative writing because “even as students sat by themselves, their 
stories reflected themes, ideas, and experiences suggested by others” (p. 267). 
In addition to her finding about the multiple structures for collaboration, Schultz 
found: 
students’ response to opportunities for collaboration helped to constitute 
their voice and their social interactions in the classroom…collaboration 
can become a strategy for teaching and learning about students’ interests 
and strengths, their ways of working together across real and imagined 
boundaries, and the processes by which they became members of a 
community (p. 281-282). 
Schultz also argued that collaboration should not be thought of as a technique 
that teachers can employ, but “a shift in patterns of interaction and classroom 
routines” (p. 258). In this specific school, collaboration occurred throughout the 
day in all areas of the curriculum and not simply as an activity. 
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In the second school to be discussed here, while third grade teacher 
Swaim (2004) defined collaboration more narrowly than Schultz (1997), he did 
extend the concept to include the purposeful sharing of ideas. In his over twenty 
years of experience teaching writing, it wasn’t until Swaim (2004) began 
studying his students’ talk as a member of the Brookline Teacher Researcher 
Seminar that he, in his own words “gained insight into the ways that children in 
my class responded to one another’s writing…children had a difficult time 
reacting to the content and intentions of the writing” (p. 75). To change this, he 
introduced the notion of collaboration into his classroom and into his writing 
workshop mini-lessons. In Swaim’s classroom: 
collaboration meant two things. First, two or three people could 
compose a story together, but each student was expected to write his/her 
own copy of the collaborative story. Second, children were asked to be 
more conscious of what classmates were working on in writing 
workshop. Once a week in class sharing each author gave a brief, 2- 
minute retelling of her/his work in progress. Children in this session 
were encouraged to borrow ideas from classmates and to use them in 
their own writing. 
They began to see this as one way of collaborating…” (p. 78). 
Encouraging students to crowd-source ideas resulted in the eradication of 
accusations of copying in his classroom. Furthermore, Swaim admits that for 
some of his students, talking about writing served the same purpose as the 
independent written rehearsal and planning that he had previously required. 
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Swaim (2004) shared an occasion in which one of his students, Pamela, wrote a 
story that included the entire class as characters. Swaim noticed a shift in the 
manner in which the other students provided feedback to Pamela. He posits “the 
audience was thinking and listening to her story like writers or world creators, 
not like readers concerned with information and clarity” (p. 83). Often in 
classrooms in which children talking about writing with their peers is an 
official, teacher-initiated practice, students are expected to act as each other’s 
editors. Swaim, on the other hand, learned “as world creators, the class brought 
a much more constructivist attitude to the writing process and to most response 
situations” (p. 82). Swaim’s students became more involved in the construction 
of ideas and recognition of the affective power of writing.  Swaim’s goal was 
for students to have what he calls “an honest response” (p. 74) to their peers’ 
writing, a response which, he explains, “honors the intentions of the writer and 
reasons for writing” (p. 74). In Swaim’s classroom, students wrote to connect 
with others and to elicit an emotional response from their audience. 
Interestingly, neither Schultz (1997) nor Swaim (2004) address the role 
of standardized testing and any impact that it does (or does not) have on the 
writing curriculum. Schultz writes that she “wanted to document the social or 
collaborative nature of writing in an urban classroom that was considered 
‘successful’ by peers, parents, administrators, and school-district personnel” (p. 
258). The school she chose was positioned between a predominately lowincome 
African-American community and two large universities, which were composed 
of primarily middle-class European Americans. At the time of her study, “the 
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school had approximately 65% African-American students, 30% European- 
American students, and a small number of Asian-American students and 
children from other cultural groups” (p. 262). Schultz’s (1997) description of 
the school she chose to study as “successful” implies, in this day and age of 
high stakes testing, that standardized test scores were not of primary concern in 
this school. Swaim did not reveal any information regarding the social 
economic status or the racial demographics of the school in which he taught, 
which also implies that standardized test scores were of little or no concern. 
In their policy brief How Standardized Tests Shape- and Limit- Student 
Learning, the National Council of Teachers of English recognized 
“standardized tests narrow the entire curriculum in many schools…standardized 
tests also limit the type of writing students do” (Gere et al., 2014, p. 2). For 
example, Smith (1991) noticed in a sixth grade classroom in Arizona that she 
was studying, writing projects were replaced by grammar worksheets from 
January-May. In a third grade class in a different school, she witnessed the 
principal’s mandate for students to work on exercises that mirrored, in content 
and in format, the language subtests of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills because the 
third graders’ scores had reflected one month lower in growth than expected. 
Often due to high-stakes standardized tests, “high-poverty schools across the 
nation have been forced to narrow the curriculum much more drastically than 
wealthier schools” (Walker, 2014, neatoday.org). Practices that widen the 
curriculum, such as collaborative writing and expectations for children to have 
affective responses to the content of their peer’s writing, then, may only be 
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possibilities at certain schools and for certain populations in this day and age of 
high stakes testing. 
Ownership 
 
Baird and Dilger (2017) draw on Spigelman (2000) to define ownership 
as “the extent to which writers invest in, identify with, and seek to maintain 
control of their writing” (p. 690). In her book, Writing on the Plaza, Kalman 
(1999) looks closely at the writing practices of scribes and their clients in 
Mexico City. Although she finds that the roles enacted by the scribes and 
clients vary, the client, the person who pays for the work, is considered the 
owner and author of the text. Brandt (2015), in her most recent book, The Rise 
of Writing, also argues that people who write for a living, such as ghostwriters, 
court stenographers, and speech-writers, do not own the writing they do for 
work; rather, the people or corporations paying them own the writing. Despite 
this, the authors demonstrate that scribes, ghost writers, court stenographers, 
and speech writers still exert agency regarding elements of their writing such as 
word choice, sentence structure, stance, and voice. 
There are many different factors of claiming ownership that shape who 
gets to publically claim authorship and who feels a sense of ownership in 
addition to that, regardless of whether they are publically acknowledged for 
producing a text. Brandt shared quotes from some writers who “described the 
satisfaction of authorship, even when they remained anonymous and credit-less” 
(p. 28). But not everyone shares that attitude—to some, recognition of textual 
ownership and authorship do matter. According to Graves (1993), who is 
associated with the process approach to teaching writing in schools, “children 
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need to have a sense of ownership about their writing, to feel in control of their 
subjects” (p. 2). 
To further investigate issues of textual authorship and ownership, I turn 
to two contexts where individuals may just be beginning to grapple with these 
concepts, and where money is (I hope) not a factor--- we will visit a second 
grade classroom in chapter 4 and a third grade classroom in chapter 5. 
Conclusion 
 
This study will examine how children are socialized by teachers and 
peers into ideas about authorship and ownership; the functions of talk and 
enacted roles as children write collaboratively; and writing related practices that 
stay the same, are reinvented, or develop as children move from second grade to 
third grade. The specific research questions that this study will address, and the 







This chapter details the qualitative methodological design for my study, 
which was an ethnographic study that included three phases. Phase one of data 
collection, in which I observed students writing collaboratively, occurred at 
Wheeler Elementary1 in Mrs. Morris’ second grade classroom in the spring of 
2016 during the morning literacy block. The second phase of the study 
consisted of one-on-one interviews with students whose parents gave consent 
over the summer of 2016. These interviews mostly occurred in a local 
restaurant or in a student’s home. Phase three of my study occurred during the 
morning literacy block in Mr. Janos’ third grade classroom at Wheeler 
Elementary in the fall of 2017. In phase three, I observed four focal students 
and their collaborative writing practices. The site, participants, and particulars 
of data collection and analysis will be discussed in greater detail in their 
respective sections below. 
All three phases of my study were guided by the following research 
questions, which examine how children are socialized by teachers and peers 
into ideas about writing and ownership; and the functions of talk and enacted 
roles as children write collaboratively. 
Research Questions 
 
1. How are children socialized by teachers and peers in a second grade 
classroom and a third grade classroom into ideas about: 
 
 
1  All names of locations and people are pseudonyms. 
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a. What a writer does? 
b. What counts as good writing practices? 
 
c. What counts as collaboration? 
d. What the processes of claiming ownership are? 
 
2. How do students create texts collaboratively in a second grade 
classroom and a third grade classroom? 
a. What are the participation structures and power dynamics that 
develop: 
i. between students? 
ii. between the teachers and students? 






Wheeler Elementary. The site selected for my study is Wheeler 
elementary school, which is located in a small Midwestern urban area. 
According to Wheeler’s website in September 2016, 429 students were 
enrolled at Wheeler elementary. The School Report card for 2015 reports the 
following racial/ethnic background information for its students: 51% White; 
24% Black; 6% Hispanic; 8% Asian; 0.2% American Indian; 9% Two or More 
Races. According to the same school report card, 51% of the students were 
considered low-income and 3% of the students were considered Limited 
English-Proficient. 
Second grade. In my search for a dissertation site, I volunteered in a 
kindergarten and second grade class for much of the Fall 2015 semester and 
visited first grade and third grade classrooms, all in schools in a neighboring 
district. However, in these classrooms children either did not write everyday or 
were not allowed to write together, so I did not choose any of them as the site 
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for phase one. Mrs. Morris, a teacher I had met a few years prior in a workshop 
about teaching writing, invited me to visit her classroom for the first time in 
December 2015. Mrs. Morris had been teaching for 20 years in the 2015-2016 
academic year, and she had spent ten of those years teaching second grade. Her 
classroom was the only classroom that I was invited into that allowed children 
to write everyday AND allowed them to write together. I chose Mrs. Morris’ 
classroom as the site for the first phase of data collection because I am 
particularly interested in children as they co-author one text, and in Mrs. 
Morris’ 
classroom, I was able to observe children writing together. 
In Mrs. Morris’ classroom writing was initially conceived as an 
individual activity. Mrs. Morris shared with me that while she explicitly taught 
expectations in the beginning of the year for children reading together and 
doing word work together, she didn’t start the year with an explicit invitation 
for children to collaborate in their writing. She told me that she doesn’t 
remember when the students began to collaborate on their writing, but it was a 
practice that students initiated in the unofficial, or child-governed, world that 
became an official practice over time. 
During part of the literacy block, which will be explained in greater 
detail in Chapter 4, while Mrs. Morris worked with a group of children (usually 
grouped based on their reading ability), at the kidney-shaped table in the back 
left corner of the room, the rest of the students would be scattered around the 
room in self-selected seating arrangements.  A classroom rule that the students 
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reminded each other of on occasion was that only two students were allowed to 
sit together in one of the clusters of desks around the room. Although all of the 
desks had nametags on them and an individual child’s items inside, the 
occupant of any given desk during this time did not necessarily match the name 
on the nametag. In December, there were eight clusters of three desks spread 
around the room. Between December and May, the positions of the desks 
changed occasionally, but except for when there was a substitute teacher, the 
majority of the desks remained in clusters, with one or two at a time 
occasionally isolated from the others. Other commonly occupied spots around 
the room during this time included the rug in the front of the room, under a table 
next to the rug, and floor spaces under a window on the left side of the room 
and between an easel and a sink in back right corner. The classroom rule 
mentioned above seemed to apply to non-desk seating as well, and students 
would either sit alone or with one other student. Students were permitted to 
freely move around during this time to get paper or word study materials from a 
shelving unit in the front of the room by the entrance or to choose books from a 
book cart or a shelf that extended along the side of the room. 
For the 2016-2017 school year, Mrs. Morris’ students were split up 
between three third grade classes at Wheeler elementary. I visited each of the 
third grade classrooms four times over the course of two weeks in October 
2016. Only one of the third grade teachers, Mr. Janos, allowed his students to 
write every day, to talk as they write, and to collaboratively write in the official 
world of his classroom. Thus, I chose to focus the third phase of my study on 
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four children from Mrs. Morris’ second grade classroom who had been placed 
in Mr. 
Janos’ third grade classroom. I will describe the participants in greater detail in 
the section below, but first, I will describe the third grade context. 
In May 2016, Mrs. Morris had explained who I was, my study, and my 
presence in her classroom to the three third grade teachers at Wheeler 
elementary. I also introduced myself to each of them briefly in May 2016. 
After our initial introductions, I made three attempts via email to contact them, 
but received no response. I went to the school in September 2016 to introduce 
myself again to the third grade teachers, explain my study, and ask for 
permission to follow students from Mrs. Morris’ second grade into third grade. 
After some hesitation, Mr. Janos agreed to let me collect data in his room, Mrs. 
Landes followed suit, and finally, Mrs. Hull acquiesced. 
Third grade. In Fall 2016, I observed all three third grade teachers 
twice a week for two weeks. I learned that Mrs. Hull required students to write 
independently and not to talk as they write. Mrs. Landes also required students 
to write independently, and while some talking did occur as they wrote, she did 
not encourage it. Mr. Janos, on the other hand, allowed his students to write 
every day, to talk as they wrote, and to collaboratively write in the official 
world of his classroom. Mr. Janos, who told me he had been a teacher for “18 or 
19 years,” and a third grade teacher for “about ten years,” described his 
approach to literacy instruction as “project-based.” He told me that he integrates 
literacy instruction into various projects throughout the year. As an example, he 
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described a project that he assigns every year in which groups of students create 
a Prezi (https://prezi.com) to assist them as they presented to their classmates 
and invited visitors about an aspect of Westward Expansion that they research 
on Chrome books, and then later in the unit, they create forts out of popsicle 
sticks. 
In October, the students’ desks in Mr. Janos’ room were arranged in 
three clusters of six desks and two clusters of 4 desks. In the back of the room, 
there was a kidney shaped table in front of two large tanks, home to three 
bearded dragons. Mr. Janos’ desk was in the front corner of the room, across 
from the classroom door. Next to his desk was a small table for the student 
teacher’s materials. In the beginning of November, the kidney table was moved 
to the front of the room and the desks were rearranged into an upside U-shape 
with a row of three desks in the center. Regardless of how the desks were 
arranged, Mr. Janos incorporated opportunities for students to write with their 
peers, although the opportunities for co-authorship in this class were vastly 
different from the opportunities for co-authorship in Mrs. Morris’ class, as I will 
describe in chapters 4 and 5. 
The third grade students were required by the district to take a 
standardized test, Measures of Academic Progress (MAP), three times a year to 
chart student progress, and the state mandated the Partnership for Assessment of 
Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) at the end of the year. Speaking 
about the PARCC test, Mr. Janos said “it’s all about comprehension.” When I 
asked him how these assessments influence his teaching throughout the year, he 
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told me that about once a week, the students write answers to questions about a 
selection from a textbook that the school provides. I only witnessed this type of 
writing once in my nineteen visits during his morning literacy period. He also 
mentioned that his students had the highest scores in the third grade, so it 
seemed as though he didn’t feel the need to do much outside of his regular 
instruction and project-based curriculum to prepare his students for these 
standardized assessments. One way he did mention in which the PARCC test 
has influenced his teaching this year was that he’s “been putting a little more 





In second grade, I let events guide my observations instead of choosing 
specific focal children, since I could never be sure who would choose to write 
with a peer on any given day. Table 3.1 displays the demographic information 
for the second grade class, as teacher-reported, below: 
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Name Gender Teacher-Reported 
Analee Female Hispanic 
Anastacia Female White 
Chelsea Female White 
Corey Male White 
Cyncere Male Black 
Destiny Female Black 
Eboni Female Black 
Ema Female White 
Emily Female White 
Henry Male White 
Ira Male White 
Jack Male White 
Jayvon Male Black 
Lincoln Male Hispanic 
Lyndsey Female White 
Margie Female White 
Meghan Female White 
Mia Female Black 
Oliver Male White 
Riley Female White 
Travis Male White 
Table 3.1, Second Grade 
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One of the options on the consent/assent forms that I gave the second 
grade students was to allow me to conduct an interview over the summer with 
students. These interviews will be discussed in greater detail in a subsection 
under the “data collection” section of this chapter, below. Based on classroom 
observations and the interviews that I conducted with willing students over the 
summer, I chose four focal students to follow into third grade. The four students 
I chose were diverse in gender, race, and teacher reported reading and writing 
ability level, and all chose to write collaboratively a great deal in second grade. 
Then, I discovered they were all assigned to Mrs. Hull’s third grade class. 
 
Since following the four students in Mrs. Hulls’ room whom I had 
originally selected would not help me to answer my research questions, I 
decided to follow students from Mrs. Morris’ classroom who were placed in 
Mr. Janos’ classroom for third grade. There were six children from Mrs. 
Morris’ second grade who were placed in Mr. Janos’ third grade- Henry, 
Oliver, Anastacia, Meghan, Ema, and one additional child whose parents did 
not sign the consent form. I decided to choose the two children now in Mr. 
Janos’ class whom I had interviewed over the summer, Oliver and Meghan, as 
two of my focal children. One of my originally chosen focal children, who 
had been assigned to Mrs. Hull’s class, had told me in our summer interview 
that Henry prefers to write with someone when given the choice, so I decided 
to make him my third focal child. In second grade, Ema tended to be 
distracted by my presence while Anastacia had not, so I chose Anastacia as 
my fourth focal child. According to Mr. Janos, Henry, Oliver, Anastacia, and 
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Meghan are all white. The teacher-reported reading level and teacher 
descriptions of the focal students are recorded in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, and Table 








Mrs. Morris’ Description 
October 2016 
Mr. Janos’ Description 
October 2016 
Anastacia Strong in writing. 
Anastacia was sharp as a tack. 
She was academically strong 
across concepts. She was a 
quiet one as well. While she 
Very intelligent, but her 
head is in the clouds half 
the time.  Her reading is 
started off by herself a lot, she 
grew to engage and 
collaborate with others. 
very good. Her writing is 
okay.  Her math is okay. 
Henry 
Henry likes to 
write a lot of 
non-fiction. 
Henry was our rock. He was 
loved by his peers as much as 
his teachers. He was always 
the role model- socially, 
behaviorally, and 
academically. He is internally 
driven. He has a strong 
vocabulary, as well as ability 
to think critically. Maybe he 
didn’t like to write as much 
because he wanted to write 
accurately, but struggled with 
conventions and spelling. 
A hard worker; 
conscientious; gives 100% 
successful, but not always 
successful. 
Meghan Meghan had 
good thoughts 
that she usually 
recorded  on 
paper but that she 
needed to work 
on “tricky 
vowels.” 
Meghan was a relatively quiet 
friend. She was a rule follower 
and got upset with others not 
following expectations. She 
was a good reader, but really 
struggles with learning 
spelling patterns to write. She 
seemed to light up most when 
our learning focused on a 
Social Studies and Science 
topic. 
Very bright. Similar to 
Anastacia. At times here 
and other times not. Her 
writing is not on par. She 
has the thoughts, but has a 
difficult time putting them 
on paper. She’s a very 
good reader.  Her DRA is 
38. Quirky, that’s a good
word to describe her.
Oliver Just now starting 
to shine as a 
writer. 
Oliver was the new kid on the 
block. Second grade was his 
first year in public school and 
he was quite anxious. I think 
he was over that in two hours! 
Oliver loved to read to 
himself, when given a choice. 
He was above grade level in 
math and literacy by the end 
of the year. 
The same as Henry, but 
quieter, more reserved. 
Good worker. A tad higher 
reader and more detailed in 
his writing than Henry. 
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grade/Beginning 




























2 For clarity’s sake, I have labeled the groups with numbers, with 1 indicating 
the lowest reading group and 5 the highest. Mrs. Morris used insect names and 
Mr. Janos used letters. Each teacher reported 5 groups and their descriptions of 
the groups are included in Figure 1.2. 
3 Mrs. Morris reported “following initial reading assessments (Jan Richardson's 
Next Steps to Guided Reading), kids were sorted into 5 groups based on 
accuracy, comprehension and word knowledge” (personal communication, 
4/10/16). The Next Step in Guided Reading Assessment (K-2) or (3-6) is an 
individually administered reading assessment kit published by Scholastic. 4 
The numbers represent the Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA), which 
is an individually administered reading assessment kit published by Pearson. 
The letters represent Guided Reading Levels, which are obtained via an 
individual reading assessment or converted from DRA levels. 
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Name Gender Teacher-Reported Race 
Anastacia Female White 
Cara Female White 
Caleb Male Black 
Cameron Female Mixed Ethnicity 
Cody Male White 
Corina Female Black 
Desiree Female White & Latina 
Diviya Female Asian 
Ema Female White 
Henry Male White 
Jamil Male Black 
Jazminn Female Latina 
Josh Male White 
Juan Male Latino 
Ladora Female Black 
Meghan Female White 
Oliver Male White 
Rowen Male Black & White 
Samuel Male White 
Sarosh Male Black 
Sheru Male Asian 
Table 3.4, Third grade 
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Sierra Female Asian 
Travis Male White 




Class observations. This study consisted of three phases; the first and 
third phases consisted of class observations and will be discussed in this 
subsection. The second phase consisted of individual interviews that I 
conducted with students over the summer and will be discussed in the last sub- 
section. The first phase of the study occurred over the course of two months. In 
this phase, I conducted observations two to four mornings a week. This phase 
consisted of 23 visits to the classroom, in addition to an initial classroom visit in 
December 
2015, in which I was “casing the joint” (Dyson & Genishi, 2005). Visits 
typically lasted about 1½ hours each, for a total of about 33 1/2 hours. During 
these observations, I collected data by jotting notes about what I saw and heard 
and then typed them up into a total of 226 pages of field notes, including notes 
about various charts hanging in the classroom and seating arrangements. 
I let events in Mrs. Morris’ classroom guide my observations; I focused 
on students who chose to write together. Most frequently, only one pair of 
students would write together at a time. In the event that more than one pair of 
students chose to write together at the same time, I chose which pair to focus on 
based on the following guidelines: a) if I had observed an earlier event 
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involving the same students and the same text, I would continue to observe 
those students; 
b) if students asked me to watch them, I would not because I did not want to 
encourage them to perform for me; c) if one pair of students was talking as they 
wrote and another pair was not talking, I chose to focus on the pair that were 
talking. 
In the third phase of the study, I observed four focal students from Mrs. 
 
Morris’ second grade classroom in their new third grade classroom for eight 
weeks in the Fall 2016 semester.  I followed the same procedures for my 
jottings and field notes as described above. In Mr. Janos’ third grade class, I 
centered my observations around the focal students who were in Mrs. Morris’ 
second grade class and described above, also paying attention to other children 
with whom the focal children interacted. This phase consisted of 19 visits to the 
classroom. Visits lasted between 1 hour and 3 hours and 15 minutes, for a total 
of just over 33 ½ hours. During these observations, I collected data by jotting 
notes about what I saw and heard and then typed them up into a total of 342 
pages of field notes, including notes about various charts hanging in the 
classroom, seating arrangements, and any pictures that I took with my phone 
that day. 
Audio recordings. I used my phone and/ or a digital recorder to record 
conversations between children about and around their writing eighteen times in 
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Spring 2016 and nineteen times in Fall 2017, for a total of about 36 ½ hours. 
Over the summer, I used an audio recorder to tape my interviews with the 
students. 
Artifacts. I used my phone to take pictures and/ or the copy machine to 
make copies of artifacts that I described in my field notes. This included the 
students’ writing, drawing, Daily 5 charts (teacher created charts on which the 
students were supposed to record their activity during each Daily 5 round), and 
handouts given to the students by the teacher. At the end of each day, I included 
the pictures taken with my phone in my field notes, and filed them in a binder. I 
stored photocopies of student work and handouts in a separate binder for each 
grade. 
Interviews4. In Spring 2016, I emailed Mrs. Morris with questions once 
in the beginning of the study and met with her for a face-to-face semi-structured 
interview once in the middle of the study. During our face-to-face interview, 
which last about 1 ½ hours, I hand-wrote her answers to my questions as well as 
audio recorded them. While they were not formal interviews, when I had 
questions on other occasions, I would text or email Mrs. Morris and she always 
responded. Sometimes, she initiated conversations via text message about 
something that had happened in the classroom, and I would, in those cases, ask 






4  See Appendices for sample interview questions. 
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writing activities when the occasion presented itself and included their 
responses in that day’s field notes. 
In Summer 2016, I interviewed nine of the twenty-one children- eight 
children face-to-face and one child via email. All of the children and their 
parents had been presented the opportunity, via the assent and consent forms, to 
meet with me for a 20-30 minute one-on-one interview over the summer. Ten 
parents agreed to the interview, but one parent was not able to make time to 
meet me before school started, so I was not able to interview the child. Another 
parent agreed to the interview, but canceled the interview that we had scheduled 
due to illness. I made several attempts to reschedule, but she was unwilling to 
agree to a specific time and date; she did, however, agree to allow me to email 
her child the questions. Her child replied to my questions via email and her 
mother wrote in the email “I added a few commas or periods, so her sentences 
were understood, but she answered all by herself.” 
In the Fall of 2016, I formally interviewed Mr. Janos twice, once 
towards the beginning of my time in his classroom and after my observations in 
his classroom had concluded. Each semi-structured interview was about 30-40 
minutes long. We also chatted a handful of times out on the playground while 
the students were at recess or in the hallway when he wanted to show me 
students’ work displayed there. I also casually spoke to some of the third grade 
children about their writing activities when the occasion presented itself and 




I studied all of the data that I had collected across the two semesters in 
order to answer my research questions about the ways in which children are 
socialized by teachers and peers into beliefs about writing; and how students 
create texts collaboratively. Once I had all of my field notes and transcripts 
typed up and organized in a second grade and a third grade binder, I conducted 
inductive data analysis in order to develop assertions in response to existing and 
emergent questions. Due to the study’s focus on collaboration and writing, I 
paid particular attention to writing events, which I consider a kind of literacy 
event, defined by Heath (1982) as “any occasion in which a piece of writing is 
integral to the nature of participants’ interactions and their interpretive 
processes” (p. 93). In the second grade classroom, I focused on literacy events 
in which two children participated together. In the third grade classroom(s), I 
focused on literacy events in which the focal children participated, including the 
other children who participated with them. 
I began my data analysis by reading all of my field notes 
chronologically. Then, I re-read my field notes, line by line, and engaged in 
open coding, writing notes in the margins as I read and identifying patterns in 
talk and participation in and through those literacy events. Next, I moved to 
focused coding, in which I used discourse analysis to develop descriptors of the 
nature of the participation structures and categories to describe the participation 
modes and roles that occurred within the literacy events. Building on Phillips’ 
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(1972) definition of participant structures, which she explains are “ways of 
arranging verbal interaction (p. 377),” I define participation structures as 
specific frameworks in which participants have distinct rights and 
responsibilities for organizing verbal interaction. For example, in a classroom, 
children are expected to participate in one way during the participant structure 
of a whole class lesson (i.e. a raised hand indicates a child’s desire to speak; 
children should not talk unless called on by a teacher; when called upon, a 
child’s talk is expected to directly relate to the teacher’s question; etc.) and 
children are expected to participate in a different way in the participant structure 
of a one-on-one conversation with the teacher (a child can initiate a 
conversation or ask a question; raised hands are not necessary; the child doesn’t 
have to wait to be called on before speaking, etc.). Building on the work of 
Goffman (1981), Goodwin & Goodwin (2006), and Philips (1972), Dyson 
(2013) developed the term participation modes, or “identifiable ways that 
children…organized their interactions with one another” (p. 95). I think of 
participation modes as the identifiable ways that children organized their 
interactions with one another within a particular participation structure. 
I moved between focused coding and writing code memos (Strauss and 
Corbin, 1990, cited in Emerson et. al, 2011), in which I documented ideas as 
they were forming and then added onto or rejected the ideas as I continued to 
code. After I finished coding, I wrote integrative memos (Emerson et. al, 2011), 
which helped me to connect codes and relevant excerpts of data. 
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In order to look at socialization, I looked at the data using discourse 
analysis and thematic content analysis, with attention to the ways in which the 
teachers structured writing events, the feedback that the teachers gave the 
children, and any evaluative feedback the children offered each other. Finally, I 
looked at the interrelationship(s) of these categories to develop assertions about 
the ways language was used by particular children in particular events and the 
ways participation modes and roles functioned. Table 3.5, below, shows the 
relationship between my research questions, data sources, and methods of 
analysis for this study: 
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Research Questions Sub-questions Data Sources Methods of 
Analysis 
1. How are children 
socialized by teachers 
and peers in a second 
grade classroom and a 
third grade classroom 
into ideas about: 
a. What a 
writer does? 
b. What 





d. What are 

























2. How do students 
create texts 
collaboratively in a 
second grade 
classroom and a third 
grade classroom? 











c. What kind of 
roles do students 
























Role of the Researcher 
 
In December 2015, I walked into Mrs. Morris’ classroom for the first 
time. I was visiting the classroom as I had visited many others in the weeks 
prior, in attempt to find a dissertation site. As I opened the classroom door, I 
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noticed a student spinning and flipping his body on the carpet at the front of the 
classroom.  He looked up and when he saw me, he asked “Are you a writer?” 
Surprised by his question, I smiled and said, “Yes, I am a writer! Are you?” 
He smiled a big smile, answered, “Yes!” and then returned to spinning and 
flipping 
on the rug. 
I walked into Mrs. Morris’ classroom that day with a particular 
understanding of what it means to be “a writer.” My understanding has been 
informed by classes I’ve taken, books I’ve read, conversations I’ve had, and 
children I’ve taught. It’s also been informed by my teachers, who created space 
in classrooms and one-on-one meetings, for me to learn the mechanics of 
writing, participate in the communicative and social aspects of writing, and to 
try on various writerly identities (like that of dissertation writer). 
As a nascent qualitative researcher, I am learning how to observe and 
ask questions of my participants in a way that will help me to answer my 
research questions without interfering too much with the events as they unfold 
before me. I am also learning how to look at a classroom and the students 
within through the lens of a qualitative researcher, instead of my former lenses 
as classroom teacher and literacy specialist (coach).  The observations I 
engaged in as part of my early research project and in the semester during 
which I observed in a variety of classrooms in attempt to locate a dissertation 
site helped me to feel more comfortable in my role as researcher and offered me 
practice with distancing myself from my previous roles in classrooms. 
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While the role of researcher was easier to slip into while collecting data 
for my dissertation than it had been while collecting data for my early research 
project, learning to view classroom literacy practices from the perspective of the 
students was more challenging. I have tried to use a conversation that I had with 
one of the students from Mrs. Morris’ second grade classroom about a month or 
so into his tenure as a third grader to help ground my observations in the world 
of the children. Corey told me that he had been really upset that he hadn’t been 
assigned to one of the other two third grade classrooms. When I asked him why 
he wanted to be in one of the other third grade classes, I think I expected him to 
mention the creative projects or the “free-writing” or “calendar math” that I’ve 
observed in these other classrooms but not in his; instead, he told me that one 
teacher allowed longer recess and the other classroom contained most of his 
friends from second grade. I have reminded myself of this conversation often as 
I type field notes and code data, and it is helping me in my attempts to extract 
from my data what the children, and not necessarily their teachers, value as 
writers and about writing. 
Just Jenn. As an adult in the second and third grade classrooms, I had 
to actively negotiate my role and relationships with both the students and the 
teachers. Young students typically attribute the role of “teacher” to any adult in 
the room. In elementary classrooms, there is a power distance between the 
students and the teacher, as well as often a performative quality to the nature of 
students’ interactions with teachers, and I actively tried to resist both. I 
wouldn’t learn about writing from the children’s perspective if the students 
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thought they had to perform for me what they were “supposed” to be doing or 
get into trouble. 
In hopes that the students would view me as more of an adult friend than 
a teacher, I asked the teachers to introduce me as “just Jenn,” without the 
traditional Ms. preceding it. I told the students that I was a student, just like 
them, who wanted to learn more about the reading and writing of second 
graders (and then third graders). Eventually, the students would greet me by 
name when I walked down the hall towards their classroom and seem happy to 
see me. They sometimes included my name, along with the names of their 
friends and/or writing partners, in their texts, and chatted with me during recess, 
sometimes about their writing, but most often about topics of their choice. 
Whether or not I was successfully viewed as “just Jenn” varied by the day, as 
well as by the 
student. 
 
“Busy doing my work.” I had been given feedback in my early research 
project that I seemed to insert myself too frequently while acting as a participant 
observer, and so with that criticism in the forefront of my mind as I began my 
observations, I purposefully tried to fade into the background of the students’ 
classroom lives. If students asked me for spelling help or to resolve a conflict 
with another student, I would tell them I was too busy doing my own work so 
they should ask someone else for help. Eventually, if other students heard a 
classmate ask for my help, they would answer on my behalf “She’s too busy” or 
“She won’t answer you.” By the beginning of April, if a second grade student 
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asked me a question and I responded with my usual “I have to keep writing, I’m 
sorry” then he or she wouldn’t comment any further and would return to 
whatever he or she had been doing. 
By the time the students were in third grade, my focal students seemed 





I designed this study to understand how children are socialized by 
teachers and peers into ideas about writing and ownership; and the functions of 
talk and enacted roles as children write collaboratively. Qualitative research is 
an appropriate approach to use to answer the questions posed by this study for 
several reasons: (a) this study focuses on a particular setting; (b) there is a 
deliberate line of inquiry that is pursued by the researcher; (c) descriptive data, 
including field notes, interviews, and audio-tapes, are being collected, and this 
data will be analyzed inductively; (d) this study is concerned with participant 
perspectives and the meaning that the participants attribute to their lives 





Authorship and Ownership in Second Grade 
 
Bruce Holsigner, an English Professor at UVA, noticed how frequently 
the acknowledgements sections of academic manuscripts featured a male 
author thanking his nameless wife for typing the entirety of his book 
(“#ThanksForTyping”, 2017). He began sharing the screenshots on Twitter 
under the hashtag #ThanksForTyping. This hashtag catalogs many 
acknowledgements of nameless wives (and at least one daughter, too) who not 
just typed the men’s manuscripts, but also proof-read; edited for spelling, 
punctuation, and word processes conventions; “checked” (whatever that might 
encompass) drafts; and not to mention supported and encouraged their husbands 
along the way. Yet, not only were these authors’ wives not given the title of 
coauthor for all of the mental and physical labor that they contributed to the 
book, but their given names were not even printed in the acknowledgement 
sections (it just says “my wife”). This is just one example of the ways that 
issues of authorship and ownership matter in the world. To further investigate 
issues of textual authorship and ownership, I turn to a context where individuals 
may just be beginning to grapple with these concepts --- Mrs. Morris’ second 
grade classroom. 
In Mrs. Morris’ classroom, as in many elementary writing classrooms in 
the United States, writing was often thought of as something that one did 
quietly and individually, and the student whose name was at the top of the page 
was considered to have sole ownership over that text  (Schultz, 1997). Mrs. 
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Morris shared with me that while she explicitly taught expectations for children 
reading together, which she called “Read with someone” and doing word work 
together, which she called “Word Work,” she did not start the year with an 
explicit invitation for children to collaborate in their writing. She told me that 
she did not remember when her students began to collaborate on their writing, 
but it was a practice that students initiated in the unofficial world that became 
an official practice over time (for a discussion of official and unofficial worlds, 
see Dyson, 1993). 
In this chapter, I will first describe the classroom context for the literacy 
block, known as “The Daily Five.” Second, I will discuss the participation 
structures available to the teacher and students in this context, which include the 
independent writing round and writing conversations; and participation 
structures involving students interacting with each other, which include peer 
writing help, official “write with someone,” and unofficial “write with 
someone.” Third, I will show that participation modes within the participation 
structure of “write with someone” are shaped by children’s relationships with 
each other and their ideas about textual ownership. Participation structures are 
specific frameworks in which participants have distinct rights and 
responsibilities for organizing verbal interaction and participation modes are 
the identifiable ways that children organized their interactions with one another 
within a particular participation structure. Fourth, I will identify the roles that 
the students enacted they wrote together, and point out how they used the many 
roles that they slipped in and out of to assist in their navigation of the 
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complexities of authorship and ownership when writing with a peer. In 
addition, throughout this chapter, I will analyze the ways in which children are 
socialized by the teacher and their peers into particular notions of authorship 
and ownership. 
The Daily Five 
 
Mrs. Morris adapted The Daily 5 framework (Boushey & Moser, 2014) 
during her literacy block. The Daily 5 framework in Mrs. Morris’ classroom 
consisted of 3 rounds, or rotations, of literacy activity. Mrs. Morris mandated 
the first round of Daily 5 as dedicated to “Read to self” for the whole class. 
During the other two rounds of Daily 5, Mrs. Morris met with small groups of 
students for guided reading or word work. In Mrs. Morris’ classroom, the 
students who were not meeting in a small group with Mrs. Morris had the most 
agency in the second round, during which they could choose either “Read to 
Self”; “Read with 
Someone”; “Listen to Reading”; “Word Work”; or “Work on Writing”. 
Sometimes, the last round became a teacher-mandated Work on Writing period, 
but other times the students had the freedom to choose one of the five 
aforementioned literacy activities. Each round of the Daily 5 culminated in kids 
gathering on the rug in the front of the classroom for whole class instruction in 





In this section, I will examine the ways that children had available to 
them to participate as writers in various participation structures of the Daily 5 
context. Building on Phillips’ (1972) definition of participant structures, which 
she explains are “ways of arranging verbal interaction (p. 377),” I define 
participation structures as specific frameworks in which participants have 
distinct rights and responsibilities for organizing verbal interaction. For 
example, in a classroom, children are expected to participate in one way during 
the participant structure of a whole class lesson (i.e. a raised hand indicates a 
child’s desire to speak; children should not talk unless called on by a teacher; 
when called upon, a child’s talk is expected to directly relate to the teacher’s 
question; etc.) and children are expected to participate in a different way in the 
participant structure of a one-on-one conversation with the teacher (a child can 
initiate a conversation or ask a question; raised hands are not necessary; the 
child doesn’t have to wait to be called on before speaking, etc.). 
First, I will discuss the two types of participation structures in which the 
teacher and students were participants: whole class instruction and official 
writing conversations. Then, I will examine the three types of structures in 
which students participated with other students: peer writing help, official 
“write with someone;” and unofficial “write with someone.” The different 
participation structures afforded different possibilities for conceptions of 
ownership and authorship. Furthermore, different power dynamics existed with 
the different participation structures; often, the children found ways to subvert 
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the power dynamics within a participation structure, especially those involving 
the teacher, as I will discuss below. In the following section, I will also discuss 
some of the ways children were socialized by their teacher and peers within 
these participation structures into notions about “good” writing, collaboration, 
and ownership. 
Involving the teacher and students. In Mrs. Morris’ classroom, there 
were two types of teacher-controlled participation structures related to writing 
instruction: whole class instruction and writing conversations. Whole class 
instruction occurred within the teacher-mandated “Work on writing” Daily 5 
rotation (explained above). While writing conversations did not occur as 
consistently as the almost daily whole class instruction events, when these 
events occurred, it was usually towards the end of the second round of the Daily 
5, in which students had agency to choose to work on writing, as was explained 
above. While writing conversations could only transpire if a student had 
selfselected “Work on writing”, both whole class instruction and writing 
conversations were teacher initiated and teacher controlled. Mrs. Morris used 
these participation structures as opportunities to socialize students into 
particular notions of authorship and ownership, as I will illustrate below. 
Whole class instruction. On most days, the last round of the Daily 5 was 
reserved for whole class writing instruction. This round consisted of three parts, 
all of which were teacher-controlled. At the beginning of this round, the 
children would gather on the rug in the front of the classroom for teacher-led 
whole class writing instruction. In the middle of the round, the children would 
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return to their assigned desks to write. They were required to write individually 
during this round, but after a “5 minute silent start” they were allowed to talk to 
each other as they wrote. At the end of the round, there was usually an 
opportunity for children to share their writing or ideas. 
In the whole class instruction events, Mrs. Morris controlled the ideas 
that were shared and the points about writing that were made through the 
questions that she asked and expected the students to answer. When children 
participated in the whole class instruction, it was usually to answer questions 
that Mrs. Morris posed (which she usually already knew the answer to), as in 
the following excerpt, which was taken from a whole class instruction event 
about authors’ use of stylized words: 
The children sit in front of Mrs. Morris on the carpet as Mrs. Morris 
points out some bold words in a non-fiction book that one of the reading groups 
had read in their guided reading lesson. 
Mrs. Morris: Why do authors put words in bold? 
Margie: Because it’s important. 
Mrs. Morris opens another book, Carmine a Little More Red. Mrs. 
 
Morris: Remember Carmine a Little More Red started out with a 
colorful word, alphabet? Do you remember what the words were 
doing? 
Ema: They were helping us to get through the book and learn new 
words. While Mrs. Morris likely did not predict exactly what the children 
would answer, she controlled the topic and the messages about ownership and 
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authorship through her questions. Even when children had the opportunity to be 
creative in their answers, Mrs. Morris still maintained control over who would 
speak and the topics they spoke about during this time. This control allowed 
Mrs. Morris to demonstrate to the children the possibilities that she recognized 
regarding ownership and authorship, which I will discuss next, before moving 
on to the next component of this participation structure. 
The event above illustrates a common theme in Mrs. Morris’ lessons, 
which was also printed on a poster in her classroom: “writers learn from other 
writers.” In the lesson above, Mrs. Morris used books that the students had read 
in guided reading lessons or that she had read aloud to the class to encourage 
the students to learn about writing from these authors. Through this lesson, Mrs. 
Morris conducted what she described as an “inquiry leading to when and if 
authors change the colors of their font (and why)” after she noticed children 
adding colors to their words to make what she called “rainbow font” (see Figure 
4.1, below, for an example). While the “rainbow font” had started with one 
student and quickly jumped around the classroom, Mrs. Morris was trying to 
socialize the students to into the notion that writers learn from other (published) 
writers. Some of the students, such as Anastacia (see Figures 4.2 and 4.3, 
below), demonstrated that they had learned from these authors how to use 
bolded words to indicate the presence of a glossary. After the whole class 
instruction, other students returned to socializing each other in their social 
worlds through the transmission, from one child writer to the next, of the art of 
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“rainbow font.” The spread of “rainbow font” throughout the classroom 
indicated that students were, in fact, learning from other writers- however, the 
writers they were learning from were their peers, and not necessarily published 
authors, as Mrs. Morris intended. 
 
 








Figure 4.3 Anastacia’s glossary with definitions of the bolded words 
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After the lesson part of this round, Mrs. Morris would send the students back to 
their desks to write. Mrs. Morris had power over where the children sat, the 
topic/genre they wrote, and when their voices were allowed to be heard in this 
round. The expectation in this round was always that the children would write 
individually. On some occasions, Mrs. Morris told the children that they were 
allowed to write whatever they wanted to during this round. On other 
occasions, she would “invite” or “encourage” children to write about a certain 
topic or in a certain genre, as in the following example, from a lesson that took 
place while she and the students were studying poetry: 
The students are seated in their teacher-assigned rug spots in front of 
Mrs. Morris, who is seated on a chair at the edge of the rug. Mrs. 
Morris: We talked yesterday about three things all poems have: 
carefully chosen words, rhythm, and line breaks. I would like for you 
to think about borrowing a tune. You can borrow any tune…it can be 
any tune you know. So today, I’m encouraging you to borrow a tune 
and work with poetry in the form of a song by writing a song. 
The students returned to their teacher-assigned desks after this lesson and Mrs. 
Morris set the timer for the five-minute silent start that was characteristic of the 
independent writing round, and that usually was, in fact, silent, as the children 
independently wrote. After the five-minute silent start was over, Mrs. Morris 
broke the silence with an invitation for the children to share their expertise with 
their classmates: 
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Mrs. Morris: Some kids are stuck for ideas. Can we help them by 
telling them what we’re writing about? 
Children volunteered to share their ideas, and some even sang their songs. 
Through invitations from Mrs. Morris and peers who accepted the invitations to 
share ideas, the children were actively socialized into the notion that ideas do 
not belong to one person; rather, they are shared. As I walked around the room 
during this time, after Mrs. Morris’ invitation for students to write a song, I 










Henry and Corey were sitting next to each other during “independent” writing 
time.  It appears as though while Mrs. Morris possessed most of the power 
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during the independent writing round, the children were not completely 
powerless. While their topics were different- Henry wrote about his baby sitter 
named Kay and Corey wrote his own interpretation of Bruno Mars’ song 
Uptown Funk- the boys didn’t wait for Mrs. Morris’ invitation for them to share 
their ideas with their classmates before one writer’s idea to include musical 
notes on the page influenced another’s written piece (see Figures 4.4 and 4.5). 
Official Writing conversations. Official writing conversations occurred 
between Mrs. Morris and one student or partnership about their writing. While 
official writing conversations only occurred at the end of rounds in which the 
children had self-selected to work on their writing, they were always initiated 
by Mrs. Morris. The questions that Mrs. Morris asked in a writing conversation 
were different from the questions that she asked during whole class instruction. 
In a writing conversation, Mrs. Morris asked the children questions that she 
may not have known the answers to before she asked them. For example, she 
asked questions about the content of individual pieces, as well as questions 
about the child(ren)’s writing process, such as: 
What’s the next step? 
I’m glad you have a goal. 
What will help you to get to that goal? 
 
How did this piece come about? 
 
How does that help you in your writing? 
 
The children were expected to participate in these writing conversations by 
answering the questions Mrs. Morris asked of them.  While Mrs. Morris’ 
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questions positioned the children as experts, knowledgeable about their own 
pieces and processes, Mrs. Morris retained the power in these conversations 
because she could control the content discussed in the conversation through her 
questions, and she decided when and with whom the conversations occurred. 
Involving students. There were three types of participation structures in 
which students participated with other students: peer writing help, official 
“write with someone;” and unofficial “write with someone.” In these student- 
centered participation structures, the power shifted and was negotiated between 
the students. Students socialized each other into ideas about ownership and 
authorship through and within these participation structures. 
Peer writing help. Peer writing help was provided to one child by 
another child. The teacher did not assign helpers; helpers either volunteered or 
were appealed to by the student author. Helping events occurred both when a 
student had chosen to be the single author of a piece, as well as when the 
teacher had assigned an individual writing task. They sometimes occurred 
between friends, but interestingly, most often they occurred between children 
from different friendship and reading groups. Writing help events were marked, 
in part, by two children working on a piece with just one child’s name listed as 
the author. Another indicator of writing help was the imbalance of power that 
existed between the author and the helper; the author had the power to accept or 
reject help and also to decide whether to incorporate or reject each piece of help 
that was offered. A third indicator of writing help events was the different 
claims to authorship and ownership of the text by the children. In writing help 
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events, the author was the sole owner and credited author of the text. Figure 4.6, 
below, illustrates the two different types  of peer writing help that were present 
in my data- requested help and unbidden help- and the choices available to the 







Peer Writing Help 
 




Help, regardless of whether it was requested or unbidden, was accepted and 
incorporated most often when the helper offered ideas, as in this excerpt after 
the author requested help: 








Analee: Draw. You should draw Dorothy saying “Follow the Yellow 
Brick Road. 
Emily draws a speech bubble and Dorothy on the yellow brick road. 








Figure 4.7 Incorporated requested writing help 
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The help that was most often rejected, regardless of whether it had been 
requested or unbidden, was when the helper wrote or drew on the author’s 
work.  In some cases, an author asked a helper to draw or write something, but 
in those cases, the author erased the helper’s contribution immediately after the 
drawing or writing occurred. This seemed to happen because the helper’s 
contribution didn’t exactly match what the author wanted or repeated something 
the author had already included in the piece.  Other cases of rejected writing 
help included when helpers offered spelling help or ideas that the author didn’t 
feel made sense in the piece. Unlike the exchanges in the “write with someone” 
events, which will be discussed next, the helping events were characterized by 
short exchanges and they never lasted for an entire round of Daily Five. The 
events in which the helpers’ help was rejected usually ended with one of the 
children walking away from the exchange. 
Official “write with someone.” The emic term “Write with Someone” 
was used by some students amongst themselves to describe the student-created 
practice of writing with a partner. From the children’s perspective, the 
following characteristics defined official “Write with someone” events: a) only 
two partners, and both are children; b) shared topic; c) participation through 
talk; and 
d) shared sense of textual ownership. “Write with someone” first occurred 
unofficially amongst the children, but became an official practice over time. In 
these events, children have the agency to decide the genre and topic for their 
writing, as well as who they write with. The choices the children made within 
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this participation structure provided insight into their social relationships. As 
Dyson (2013) asserted, “written language is rooted in human relationships” (p. 
xii), and the “write with someone” participation structure is evidence of this. 
Authorship and ownership, and the texts produced, were located in the 
relationships that the children had with their co-authors. Writing is dialogic 
(Bakhtin, 1981), and in Mrs. Morris’ allowance of “write with someone” events 
to move from the unofficial to the official world, she not only acknowledged 
this participation structure, but made space for it. 
a) Only two partners, and both are children. While the classroom rule 
was that only two children were allowed to work at one cluster of 
desks at a time, the children did not always follow this rule. 
However, even when there were three children working at one group 
of desks, if a “Write with Someone” event was occurring, it only 
involved two of the three children. In instances when there were two 
names listed as co-authors of a text, the two names were always 
children’s names. 
b) Shared topic. Although having a shared topic seemed mandatory, the 
format in which the text was written varied. Some partners took turns writing 
on the same page, other partners wrote different pages of the same piece, and 
still other partners, like Cyncere and Corey below, wrote in tandem about the 
same topic, each on his own paper: 
Cyncere and Corey each have a piece of paper in front of them. 
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Corey: Why don’t we just write? (He begins to write.) 
Cyncere: Wait up for me! 
Cyncere writes: asteroids is a game and you have to shoot a steroids 
(asteroids) and aleon (alien) ships 
Corey writes: asteroids is a game and you have to shoot astends 
(asteroids) 
Cyncere’s plea for Corey to “wait up” for him illustrates that he views the act of 
writing as something that, as partners, they should do together.  All of these 
ways of co-authoring counted as “write with someone” because the partners are, 
as expressed on another occasion by Cyncere, “both writing about the same 
thing.” 
c) Participation through talk. In all cases, both partners 
participated in the creation of a text through talk. There was never a time in 
which two names were listed as co-authors of a piece that was conceived and 
unwaveringly carried out by just one writer. In some cases, one partner offered 
an idea for a text and the other partner wrote a text based on that idea. In other 
cases, the partner with the idea for the text wrote the text, while the second 
partner took on the role of focuser to ensure that the writer didn’t become too 
distracted and actually wrote the text. Most often, both partners shared in the 
creative and physical labor of writing. An example of this is Oliver and Jack’s 
co-authored piece about Donald Trump, which will be discussed in the 
harmonious joint composition section below. 
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d) Shared sense of textual ownership. Shared texts were conceived 
of as belonging to both of the authors.  Children did not work on their co- 
written texts without their partners. One day, for example, Corey asked Cyncere 
if he wanted to work on the asteroid book that they had started writing together 
a few weeks prior. Cyncere shook his head no. Instead of working on the book 
without his partner, Corey asked “Do you want to do write with someone?” and 
the boys wrote about a different topic together. 
In addition, children did not share their co-written texts with others 
unless both partners were present. Riley and Ema’s experience demonstrates an 
example of this. On a day that Mrs. Morris told the children to pick a piece that 
they had been working on that they would like to share with the class, Riley and 
Ema argued who will read a book they had been working on together, called 
“the perfect swimmer.” 
Ema: We both worked on it. 
 
Riley: I know, but I’m gonna read it first. 
Ema: Okay. [She walks away, looking sad.] 
Before Riley had the opportunity to share the piece with the class, she was 
pulled out of the classroom by another teacher. The class continued to share 
their writing in her absence, and when it became Ema’s turn to share, she made 
no attempt to share any part of “the perfect swimmer.” The children’s shared 
sense of textual ownership also contributed to participation structures in the 
ways that I will discuss below. 
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Unofficial “write with someone.” While the child-initiated practice of 
“write with someone” became an official practice in the space of the Daily 5, 
not all “write with someone” events were teacher sanctioned. Below, I will 
discuss two examples of  “write with someone” events that students hid from 
the teacher in the unofficial, or child-governed, world (Dyson, 1993). In the first 
example, a 
 
“game” called Charlie Charlie, children used written and spoken language, 
pencils, and superstition to scare themselves and each other. In the second 
example, the creation and delivery of anonymous notes, children used writing to 
bully classmates. In both examples, and unlike in many official “write with 
someone” events, the teacher was the avoided audience and the target audience 
was the writer’s peers. 
As was the case in the official “write with someone” events, these 
unofficial events were situated in personal relationships. What was different in 
these events was that instead of involving just two partners, this type of writing 
involved “insiders” and “outsiders”. In the first type of unofficial events, 
writing to scare, children who may have not engaged in the actual writing event 
became “insiders” through their self-proclaimed knowledge about the topic, 
which they used to co-author the oral stories that were told surrounding the 
actual writing event. “Outsiders” in these events were those who had an 
incorrect understanding or no knowledge about the topic, which will be 
explained below. What was distinctive about the unofficial events in the second 
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type of events, writing to bully, is that not only was the relationship between the 
co-writers strengthened through the writing, but at the same time, the 
“outsiders” were excluded because of the writing. 
Writing to scare. “Charlie Charlie” is part game, part urban legend that 
has been described by some, including a newspaper article, as “a rudimentary 
Ouija board” (Griffiths, 2015). While the exact country of origin has yet to be identified, 
according to another newspaper, Charlie Charlie “has a long history as a schoolyard game 
in the Spanish-speaking world” (Dewey, 2015). Some believe that Charlie Charlie is a 
Mexican demon (Zuckerman, 2015), but others believe that is an American invention 
(Wendling, 2015). By May 2015, Charlie Charlie had accrued an app, called Charlie 
Charlie Challenge; its own hashtag, #CharlieCharlieChallenge; and dozens of similarly 
titled videos on Youtube and 
Vine. 
 
To play Charlie Charlie, the player draws two lines in the shape of a 
cross and alternates writing yes and no in the resulting boxes (see Figure 4.8, 
below). After the player creates the grid shown in Figure 4.8, (s)he balances one 
pencil on top of another pencil, also in the shape of a cross, on top of the lines 
of the grid. Once the players in Mrs. Morris’ classroom had drawn the grid and 
stacked the pencils, they would ask Charlie Charlie a question and wait for the 
top pencil to move to Yes or No in answer. As Emily explained, “you stack two 










Figure 4.9, Balancing pencils on the grid 
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While playing Charlie Charlie, children collaborated on the oral composition of 
the stories surrounding the writing of the grid and the actions of the balancing 
pencils, as Analee, Henry, and Ema will demonstrate below: 
Margie walks into the classroom, in the middle of the Daily 5, having 
just arrived at school. Analee runs across the room towards the door 
when she sees Margie enter. 
Analee:  Charlie, Charlie. It’s so scary. 
 
Analee guides Margie to the other side of the room and points to 
Emily’s desk. 
Analee: Look, Charlie did that on Emily’s desk! (See Figure 4.10 to see 
the faint pencil marks as the children saw them and Figure 4.11, in 
which I traced over the light marks with a sharpie). 
Henry: Yeah, the pencil moved around and did that (points to a pencil 
mark on   Emily’s desk.) 





Figure 4.10 Pencil marks “from Charlie Charlie” 
 
Figure 4.11 My tracings of the marks 
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Most of the children in class participated in storytelling about Charlie Charlie in 
one way or another. Throughout the morning, the children engaged in 
discussions of Charlie Charlie in the library, the classroom, the lunchroom, and 
out on the playground. Outside at recess, Anastacia and Ema used a stick in the 
dirt to replicate the grid that the students had been drawing in the classroom as a 
tool to communicate with Charlie Charlie, complete with the “no” and “yes” 
sections (see Figure 4.12). 
Unlike in the official “write with someone” events, in this type of 
unofficial “write with someone” event, children who had not engaged in the 
actual writing event became invested in the outcome of the event. For example, 
at the end of recess, as the students are lining up: 
Analee: Did you get possessed? 
Anastacia: I’m not sure. 










On the playground, children from other classrooms began participating in the 
oral storytelling around Charlie Charlie. While in the classroom, the 
conversation about Charlie Charlie centered mostly on the creation of the grid 
and the proper way to balance the pencils, once the children reached the 
playground, outside of the earshot of their teachers, the Charlie Charlie stories 
shifted to talk of possession, as in the conversation above. 
Through these Charlie Charlie events, the children connected with a 
practice that had been occurring throughout many parts of the globe. Children 
from around the world have shared their interpretations and appropriations of 
the Charlie Charlie Challenge on Youtube, twitter, and through word of mouth. 
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Mrs. Morris’ students demonstrated the fluid and social nature of authorship 
and ownership in childhood culture as they authored their own participation in 
the Charlie Charlie Challenge, including the oral stories they spun about Charlie 
 
Charlie’s haunting and their own possessions. The participation of certain 
children in the enactment of these Charlie Charlie events, both in the classroom 
and on the playground, produced “insiders” and “outsiders” to the events 
themselves and to the social groups of the children who participated in them. 
The Charlie Charlie challenge connected students all around the world to a 
shared ownership of this “demon” and the resulting stories. Unlike in the 
official 
“Write with someone” participation structure, there are more than two authors 
of this oral text that has spread across the continents; as Anastacia illustrated in 
the example above, participants may not necessarily share the mental and 
physical labor of writing; and none of the children claim ownership of these 
events- in fact, ownership can be conceived to be shared amongst the 
participants across the world. 
Writing to bully. During the Daily 5 one day, Lincoln and Jack spent 
their “write with someone” time writing mean notes and leaving them in certain 
classmates’ desks. In this example, Lincoln and Jack used literacy to strengthen 
the bonds of their friendship as “insiders” in this event and bully “outsiders,” or 
students who were not in their social circle. 
Jack has a paper that he has folded into a cone. On the outside of the 
cone is written the name of the local newspaper, followed by PaPeR. 
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Lincoln: Make a note inside it that says you’re evil. 
A few minutes later, Lincoln puts a note in a student’s desk, and Jack 




Figure 4.13, Note Figure 4.14, Note 
 
The students that Jack and Lincoln targeted with the notes on this day were not 
part of their social circles. Like the middle school girls who Finders (1996) 
studied, “the power of the peer dynamic cannot be denied. Status and power 
negotiations became clearly visible as … students used literacy to establish and 
deny their positions within friendship circles” (p. 95). When Mrs. Morris 
became aware of both of these unofficial events, she asserted her power and 
immediately put a stop to them. These two unofficial “write with someone” 
events demonstrate that writing is a social practice, and children write 





Building on the work of Goffman (1981), Goodwin & Goodwin (2006), 
and Philips (1972), Dyson (2013) developed the term participation modes, or 
“identifiable ways that children…organized their interactions with one another” 
(p. 95). I think of participation modes as the identifiable ways that children 
organized their interactions with one another within a particular participation 
structure. It is through enacting participation modes that the second graders in 
my study positioned themselves and their partners within a “Write with 
Someone” event. Kalman (1999) used the term “Joint composition” to describe 
a scribe and client who both actively work on, order, and revise a document. In 
my study, I build on Kalman’s term to develop terms to describe the modes of 
participation identified in my data when the children engaged in “write with 
someone” events- harmonious join composition and discordant joint 
composition. These two types of participation modes that were evident when 
children were writing together are elaborated on below. 
Harmonious joint composition. When the second graders enacted this 
participation mode, while actively working, ordering, and revising the 
document, both partners offered ideas, validated each other’s ideas, and 
encoded ideas (sometimes their own, sometimes their partner’s, and sometimes 
parts of the same sentence), as in the following excerpt from my field notes: 
In response to a “Top 5 Reasons to Vote for Donald Trump” list that 
Jack’s brother had written, Jack and Oliver co-wrote a piece, titled “6 
Reasons Why Donald Trump Shouldn’t Be Elected” (see Figure 4.15). 
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Oliver: He didn’t earn a single penny in his life. 
 
Jack: Pennies are important. I’ve been collecting pennies all my life. I 
had 99 and needed one more, so I went to the bank and got another one, 
and then I had a dollar. 
Oliver (writes): he didn’t earn a single penny 
 




In this excerpt of the talk Jack and Oliver engaged in while composing, 
Oliver offered the idea “he didn’t earn a single penny in his life.” Jack 
validated Oliver’s idea by confirming that pennies are important, and then 
telling a personal story about how they were important to him. After Jack’s 
validation of his idea, Oliver wrote the first part of the idea as it was orally 
rehearsed between the partners, and Jack wrote the second part. 
In this next excerpt, Oliver again offered up an idea, Jack validated 
Oliver’s idea, but then offered an alternative word choice: 
Oliver: He just makes up the same excuses for things and says bad 
 
words if he doesn’t get his way. 
Jack: Yeah, he says cuss words. 
Oliver: I say bad words, not cuss words, okay? 
 
Jack (writes): he says curse words… 
 
Oliver didn’t accept Jack’s choice of words, and so when he encoded the idea, 
Jack compromised with the word choice of “curse words.” Jack and Oliver, 
who are friends on and off the page, approached writing this shared text with 
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shared conceptions of ownership and authorship. They shared in the mental and 
physical labor of writing (for example rehearsing ideas together, validating or 
rejecting each other’s ideas, and sharing encoding responsibilities.) As a 
reflection of the shared mental and physical labor of the writing, both boys’ 




Figure 4.15, 6 Reasons why Donald Trump shouldn’t be elected 
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Discordant joint composition. In this participation mode, while both 
partners contribute to the creative aspects and encoding of the story, the partners 
view everything in this story as individually owned, even writing turns. While 
working on their book, “All About Beards and Mustaches,” Margie and Riley 
exemplified this type of participation mode. When I asked them how they 
decided who gets to write when, they told me that they take turns writing 
sentence by sentence, but in some cases, it looked to me that their “sentences” 
lasted almost a whole page. If you look closely at Figure 4.16, you can see the 
two alternating handwriting styles on the first page of their book. When I sat 
next to them on this day, Riley summarized the parts of the story for me that 
they had written on other days, and Margie pointed out the specific ideas that 









Figure 4.16, Margie and Riley’s piece 
 
Next, I will discuss three parts of this writing event that show when shared 
expectations for who owns a textual turn are broken, then friendships, not just 
participation modes, waiver. 
It’s Riley’s turn to write, but first she re-reads what her partner, Margie, 
wrote during her turn. 
Riley: This doesn’t make sense.  She pooped in her mouth? 
Riley erases the part that Margie had written that didn’t make sense to 
her and writes: Then I pooped in her mouth. 
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Margie doesn’t object to Riley’s deletion and revision of her sentence, 
instead, she just asks why Riley felt it didn’t make sense. 
These partners seem to own their writing turn, but not necessarily the content 
produced in that turn. A few minutes later, during Riley’s turn to write, she 
stops working and starts talking to me. Margie takes the paper from Riley and 
begins to write, since Riley isn’t. Riley takes the paper back, erases what 
Margie had written, and says, “I’m the more mature one here.” She is objecting 
to Margie having hijacked her turn. A few minutes after this, Riley writes 
“Series #1” on the first page, which makes it Margie’s turn to write. 
Margie: When we’re done, I’m gonna take my pencil and use the eraser 
to write “The End.” 
Riley begins to scribble with her pencil on the back of the last page of 
the booklet. 








Riley clarifies that she didn’t steal Margie’s idea exactly, because she was 
writing “For Teacher” with eraser in her scribbles. After some more objections, 
Margie storms off. 
These partners seem to own their writing turn, and not necessarily the content 
produced in that turn. Throughout the event, the girls had shared ideas with 
each other, and were able to point out the ideas they contributed to the story, 
even if her partner was the one to encode the actual idea. Margie felt violated 
here because it had been her turn to write, and her partner had taken that away 
from her. 
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Within these participation modes, the children were socializing each 
other into the understanding of the collective ownership of ideas. If you recall 
from the section earlier in this chapter about writing help, the type of writing 
help that was accepted was when the helper offered the author an idea that the 
author liked.  “Write with someone” events were also a means through which 
the children socialized their peers into the notion that ideas are shared. Jack and 
Oliver showed us how they combined their ideas to produce the piece about 
Trump that I discussed earlier. Even children who participated in the discordant 
participation mode, like Margie and Riley, who could each name the ideas that 
they had added to their piece, chose to gift those ideas to produce a co-authored 
piece instead of keeping those ideas for themselves to use in an individually 
produced piece of writing. Children actively negotiated the conceptions of 
ownership, authorship, and what it means to be a co-author and how they can 




The children in Mrs. Morris’ class enacted myriad roles as they 
collaborated on texts. Table 1 lists the fifteen roles identified in my data. These 
roles were identified across the corpus of collaborative writing events in my 
data. In the chart below, I use excerpts from Oliver and Jack’s Top 6 Reasons 
Not to Vote for Trump piece to illustrate the roles in effort to demonstrate that 
both boys, as was the case with all of the children, enacted many roles within 
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the one event. In the cases when an exchange is necessary to illustrate a role, 












Censors a word, 
sentence, or topic. 
 
Oliver: Okay, I’m gonna write He has 
a red face. 
Jack: No, write orange face. Oliver: 
Okay….(he writes the sentence and 
shows it to Jack). 





Writes own ideas. 
 
 





Contributes by offering 
ideas for words or 
sentences 
 





Directs co-author’s turn. 
 




Distracts self and/or 
partner from writing task. 
 
“Theodore Roosevelt is the 26th 
President and Woodrow Wilson is the 
28th. He’s a woodchuck. How much 









Jack takes the paper from Oliver and 
erases the true! that Oliver had just 
written. 
Oliver asks why, but Jack doesn’t 
respond. Instead, 
 




Redirects self and/or co- 
author’s focus to writing 
task after distraction. 
 
“Okay, what were you gonna write 
here?” 




Objector Verbally objects to coauthor’s idea, 
word choice, or action 
 
Jack: Yeah, “he says cuss 
words”. Oliver: I say bad 
words, not cuss words, 
okay? 
Jack writes 4. He says curse 





Plans for current or future writing. 
 
Oliver: Okay, I’m gonna 




Questions co-author’s idea, action, 
or handwriting. 
 
“Why didn’t you want to 




Rejects idea, word choice, or 
partner’s feedback. Sometimes 
vocally, sometimes through silence. 
 
Oliver: Okay, I’m gonna 
write He has a red face. 
 





Revises word or sentence. 
 
Jack: Yeah, he says cuss 
words. 
Oliver: I say bad words, not 
cuss words, okay? 
Jack writes 4. He says curse 





Writes co-author’s words/ideas. 
 
Jack: Write orange face. 
… 




Table 4.18, (cont.) 
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Teacher Adopts the stance 
of a teacher 
towards co- 
author, especially 






















Table 4.18, (cont.) 
 
As Barton (2007) explains: 
 
Roles are not fixed and unchanging things which people slot into. 
Rather, they are negotiated, accepted and sometimes challenged. In any 
situation people can have more than one role and there is conflict 
between the demands of different roles. (p. 40) 
These second graders were real life examples of Barton’s statements about 
roles. As they wrote together, the second graders slipped in and out of the roles 
listed in Table O, and used the roles they occupied to help them navigate the 
complexities of authorship and ownership when writing with a peer. 
Conclusion 
 
In this chapter, I discussed participation structures that were available 
for the second grade students to engage in with their teacher.  I illustrated that 
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children find ways to interact with and influence each other even within 
teachercontrolled participation structures. I also discussed the participation 
structures and modes of participation that children used to interact with each 
other around writing. I demonstrated that these participation structures and 
modes of participation shape and/or are shaped by children’s relationships with 
each other and their ideas about textual ownership. 
With the flip of the page to the next chapter, Anastacia, Henry, Ema, 
Oliver, and some of their second grade peers will become third graders in Mr. 
Janos’ classroom, which they will discover is a very different context from the 
one they’re leaving behind in second grade. In the next chapter, I will describe 
the new writing context that these students will enter in third grade. I will also 
examine the participation structures, participation modes, roles, and power 
dynamics that develop between third grade writers and in some cases, their 





Authorship and Ownership in Third Grade 
 
During the 2016 Republican National Convention, Melania Trump was 
accused of having plagiarized a speech Michelle Obama gave in 2008 
(Haberman et al., 2016). In the New York Times article written by Haberman 
et al., excerpts of Obama’s 2008 speech are printed immediately below 
excerpts of Trump’s (2016) speech, and words and phrases that appear in both 
speeches are highlighted. In the first excerpt of Trump’s speech, 68 of 112 
words are highlighted. It’s not just the individual words that are the same in 
these two speeches, however; the ideas expressed in both speeches are nearly 
identical. In the excerpt just referenced, both women speak of the values that 
were passed on to them by their parents and that they wish to pass on to future 
generations. The specific values that they name and their desire to pass them on 
to the next generation are not surprising ideas to include in a political speech in 
the United States. While in the context of this scandal the ideas may have been 
attributed to Obama, she was not the first to learn “that you work hard for what 
you want in life; that your word is your bond and you do what you say you’re 
going to do; that you treat people with dignity and respect, even if you don’t 
know them, and even if you don’t agree with them” (Haberman et al., 2016), 
and she will not be the last.  Thus, the ideas themselves were not the issue in 
this event; rather, it is the voice as articulated by Michelle Obama coming out 
of Melania 
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Trump’s mouth that was the problem. Issues surrounding language ownership 
can manifest in the adult world of politics, as this one did, as well as in the 
official and unofficial worlds of children in a third grade classroom, into which 
we will enter in the pages below. 
In this chapter, I will first describe the project-based curriculum that 
undergirded Mr. Janos’ literacy instruction. Next, I will identify the 
participation structures that were available to children as they wrote in this third 
grade classroom. Then, I will discuss the participation modes that children 
engaged in within the available participation structures. Finally, I will explain 
the roles that children enacted as they created collaborative texts. Throughout 
the chapter, I will point out how children were socialized by their teacher and 




Mr. Janos referred to himself as a “project-based teacher” who followed 
what he called a “project-based curriculum.”  In an interview, he explained 
what “project-based” meant to him: 
Project-based is where there is a curriculum here, but I, they’ve (the 
administration) given me the freedom, ‘cause I’ve taught for so long, is 
I interwine (sic) the curriculum with my activities that go with it. So 
project based, we can be investigating Civil War generals, and 
everybody can write like a three-page paper, but we might go off track 
on that, and say, and build a battle scene of the most famous, uh, the 
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uh, like, General Lee, what was his most famous battle, and then build 
a battle scene that goes with it…So we’ll build, like a famous Civil 
War battle, like outta clay, and then design it like that. Uh, I just take a 
theme, and kinda go a different direction, more of a hands-on project 
with it. 
Mr. Janos told me that most of the projects spring out of the social 
studies or science curricula mandated by the school.  In a conversation 
about literacy instruction in his classroom, Mr. Janos explained: I heavily 
push the writing, because I believe writing is a huge component of literacy. 
And my belief is the better writer you are, it kind of works together with 
reading, and so there has to be a strong, strong writing component that goes 
with reading. 
While he doesn’t have a dedicated writing time in the class schedule, he told 
me that he incorporates opportunities for children to write “all throughout the 




In Mr. Janos’ third grade class, teacher-created writing assignments 
dictated the majority of the writing that I observed the students producing. 
Children fulfilled teacher-created writing assignments by writing independently, 
by writing with a partner, or by writing in a group. There were three types of 
participation structures identified in my data: teacher-directed independent 
writing; peer writing help; and writing with peers. Just as they did in the second 
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grade classroom, the different participation structures that were available for 
children in the third grade classroom afforded different possibilities for 
conceptions of authorship and ownership. 
Teacher-directed independent writing. Teacher-directed independent 
writing was not a commonly available participation structure in Mr. Janos’ 
class. This participation structure tended to be available to children when Mr. 
Janos’ goal seemed to be to create uniform content. Within the participation 
structure of teacher directed independent writing, each child had his or her own 
pencil and paper and each produced his or her own writing product, but Mr. 
Janos guided the students in their writing by accepting, co-authoring, or 
rejecting individual sentences proposed by the students. In this participation 
structure, children participated by raising their hand if they wanted to share an 
idea, waiting until Mr. Janos called on them before beginning to speak, and 
then writing the sentence that he had approved. 
Mr. Janos had the power to call on students to offer ideas, as well as to 
accept or reject the ideas that children offered. While the children were 
expected to include those ideas in their own texts, they had the power to 
determine the word choice to express those ideas. For example, to address a 
bullying situation that had occurred on the playground, Mr. Janos guided the 
students to independently write the same resolution to the conflict A student is 
being teased by other students on the playground, which was written on the top 
of the paper that he passed out to each student: 
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Mr. Janos: How can we handle it, Desiree? Moving forward, how can 
we answer this question? How can we start this off? Resolution. Short 
paragraph, 3-5 sentences. Give me the first sentence…Start me off, 
Henry, first sentence. 
Henry: Um. 
 
Mr. Janos: What would you do? 
Henry: Fix it yourself first. 
Mr. Janos: Say it again. 
Henry: Fix it yourself first. 
Mr. Janos: I know, put it in a sentence. (A few seconds of 
silence) Cara, put it in a sentence for me. 
Cara: Um, tell them to stop? 
 
Mr. Janos: Yeah, would you please stop doing that? Write that down. 
Mr. Janos accepted Cara’s idea, but then rephrased it in his own words. Next, at 
Mr. Janos’ direction, every student in the class wrote the sentence he and Cara 
had co-authored as the first sentence on their paper (see figures 5.1-5.4 below, 
for the four focal students’ texts). Mr. Janos accepted the next sentence that was 
offered without suggesting any changes: 
Mr. Janos: What could the next sentence be? 
Jamil: I’m gonna walk away from you. 
Mr. Janos didn’t have to instruct the students to write this sentence; because he 
 
was the one controlling the text, the students interpreted his “yeah” as a 
command to write, so this became the second sentence of the text. While 
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Meghan tended to be a slower writer than the others and may have skipped the 
second sentence because she was still writing the first sentences, Oliver wrote 
the sentence exactly as Jamil had said it. Anastacia and Henry, though, used 
slightly different words in their versions of this sentence; Anastacia wrote I’m 
going to walk away from you and Henry wrote I am going to walk away from 
you. Anastacia and Henry may have heard or interpreted what Jamil said 
differently, or they may have felt that as long as the idea that Jamil had offered 
was included in their text, they had the power to put the sentence that he had 
shared into their own words. 
While the students participated within this structure by offering ideas, 
Mr. Janos had total control over the text’s final message. As illustrated above, 
sometimes Mr. Janos would co-author a sentence with a child, other times he 
accepted a child’s contribution without making any changes, and still other 
times, like the next examples shows, Mr. Janos rejected a child’s suggestion: 
Mr. Janos: Third sentence, Josh. 
 
Josh: I’m gonna pretend you’re not there. 
 
Mr. Janos: I like the beginning of that, I’m gonna pretend. 
Josh: You’re not there. 
Mr. Janos: No, I don’t like that. I’m gonna pretend 
Josh: I’m gonna ignore you. 
Mr. Janos: I’m just gonna ignore you 
 
Mr. Janos rejected part of Josh’s original idea, “I’m gonna pretend you’re not 
there,” and so the children did not include that sentence in their texts. Instead, 
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Josh revised his idea to “I’m gonna ignore you” and Mr. Janos inserted the 
word “just.” This last sentence, co-written by Josh and Mr. Janos, made it into 
the students’ final texts. 
 
 
















Peer writing help. 
 
Diviya and Meghan are sitting in desks across from each other, with a 
story written by Meghan in between them. Diviya writes Meghan’s name and 
date on the top of one of the pages, and then she erases Turkey gril, which 
Meghan had written, and replaces it with Tukey gril. When I ask if there’s 
anything else in this story that Diviya helped Meghan with, Diviya told me that 
she added some periods and capital letters and fixed some letters that were 
floating above the line on Meghan’s paper. Diviya began to read the second 
page of Meghan’s story silently while Meghan read the first page of her story to 
herself. Meghan asked, “Does get make sense or should it be got?” Diviya 
didn’t answer, and Meghan didn’t change it. A few minutes later, Diviya erases 
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get and writes got on Meghan’s page. Diviya said, “It’s her story, so she gets to 
decide.” 
While I didn’t observe the very beginning of this event to know whether 
the author solicited the help or if Mr. Janos assigned the helper, Diviya told me 
that Mr. Janos “told [the students] to help each other with their writing.” In the 
cases of peer writing help, students wrote their own, individual texts, and, 
usually when they had finished writing their own text, could choose (or 
sometimes Mr. Janos asked them) to help another child. While I didn’t hear 
whether Meghan or Mr. Janos originally asked for Divya’s help, the excerpt 
above was from when Divya voluntarily gave up her recess to stay in the 
classroom to help Meghan finish her piece. Although Diviya may have been 
characterized by Mr. Janos as having “more advanced” writing skills than 
Meghan, Diviya told me that Meghan had offered her some help while she had 
been writing her story. So third grade helping events do not seem to be based on 
perceived writing ability level, but rather help is offered when a helper has the 
time and/or inclination to help. 
The helping events that I observed in third grade were similar to the 
helping events that I observed in second grade, in that the text belonged to one 
child (or one group of children) and another child (or children), who did not 
claim shared ownership of the text, helped the owner(s) with the text. On one 
occasion, though, the helpers did include their names and role on the title page, 
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along with the project’s owners’ names (see Figure 5.55, below). While in 
second grade, help was mainly accepted and incorporated when the helper 
offered ideas, in third grade, helpers mainly helped with the mechanics of 
writing, including spelling and grammar help.  Although I did hear Mr. Janos 
tell Diviya not to do Meghan’s writing for her, a second striking difference from 
the help provided in second grade was third grade helpers often wrote or typed 
on behalf of the author(s), including Diviya. As Diviya also demonstrated, 
while helpers took it upon themselves to make changes in their peer’s texts, 
those changes were not always correct (Meghan and Diviya had both been 
trying to write Turkey girl). 
Furthermore, while the help offered in second grade seemed to occur 
with the goal of helping the author add to the text, the help offered in third 
grade appeared to focus on helping the author(s) finish the text. The sense that 
the author(s) owned the text, though, was consistent across helping events in 

















5 I have altered the image slightly from the original by including the children’s 












Writing with peers. There were two different configurations within the 
participation structure of writing with peers- writing with partners and writing in 
groups. The participation structure of writing with peers was characterized by two or 
more children who shared authorship of one text. Sometimes, children were allowed to 
choose their own partners, and other times, partners were teacher-assigned. Students 
had rights and responsibilities that included the expectation that all co-authors would 
contribute in some way to the mental and physical labor of the writing task; and ideas 
could be freely shared (and validated, revised, or rejected) without having to raise a 
hand and wait to be called on. 
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When writing with a partner, claiming full or shared ownership of a text by 
writing one’s name on it did not seem to matter as much in third grade as it had in 
second grade. For example, on the outside of the classroom door, Mr. Janos hung 
stories that had been composed by two children. Out of the eleven stories on the door, 
two of them had no names written on them at all, five of the stories only listed one of 
the author’s names, and just four of the stories included both of the authors’ names. In 
some cases, though, it may have been a student’s choice to not write his or her name on 
a piece, thereby choosing not to claim co-authorship or co-ownership of a piece, as 
may have been the case with Anastacia when she co-write with Henry, which you will 
read about below. In the following sections I will elaborate on the participation modes 
and roles that the children enacted within the participation structure of writing with 
peers, and I will focus on the configuration of writing with partners. 
Participation Modes 
 
Recall from chapter 4 that I build on the work of Goffman (1981), Goodwin & 
Goodwin (2006), Philips (1972), and Dyson (2013) to define participation modes as 
the identifiable ways that children organized their interactions with one another within 
a particular participation structure. It is through enacting participation modes that the 
third graders in my study positioned themselves and their partners within teacher 
assigned events in which the children wrote with their peers. When explaining an 
assignment, Mr. Janos included expectations for how students should organize their 
interactions within the writing task. However, the children did not always organize 
their interactions in the way Mr. Janos expected. In this section, I will discuss two 
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participation modes that were evident in third grade when children were writing with 
their peers- imbalanced joint composition and balanced joint composition. 
Imbalanced joint composition. In this subsection, I will discuss the 
imbalanced joint composition participation mode. While the distribution of the mental 
and physical labor involved in writing is related to the participation mode, how the 
work is distributed is related to socialization; thus, in this section, I will also point out 
some of the ways in which the children are socialized into notions of authorship and 
ownership by their teacher and their peers. 
When I asked Henry about how he and Anastacia had ended up as 
partners to co-write this story, he explained: 
Henry: We got to (pick a partner), but Mr. Janos said you had to pick 
somebody who struggled. 
Jenn: Pick someone who struggled. So who picked who? 
Henry: I picked Anastacia. 
Henry had told me that he had chosen Anastacia as his partner because she 
“struggled.” I asked him how he knew that Anastacia was someone who 
“struggled,” and part of our conversation is transcribed below: 
Henry: Um, well, she struggles a lot with her math, because I’ve worked 
with her before. Jenn: In third grade or second grade? Henry: Both. 
Jenn: Oh. So you figured, if she struggled in math, she must struggle in 
writing, too? 
… 
Henry: No. Umm, she doesn’t really struggle. It’s just her handwriting, 




From our conversation thus far, it appeared that Henry equated 
handwriting and writing. It seemed as though he interpreted Ms. Janos’ 
meaning of “struggling” as someone who “struggles” to write neatly. 
Later in our conversation, Henry added not “having to erase too much” 
and having the ability to “spell good” to his explanation about what makes a 
good writer.  At the end of our conversation, he admitted, “she (Anastacia) 
spells good. I spell terribly.” So part of what Henry considered “good writing,” 
spelling, was something that he admitted his “struggling” partner could do 
better than he. Henry’s ideas about what constitutes writing, and 
“good” writing, were, in part, formed through the comments that he heard Mr. 
Janos make about student writing. When providing feedback to students, Mr. 
Janos most frequently commented on student’s handwriting, formatting (i.e. 
indentation of paragraphs), and spelling. 
Not only were children socialized into ideas about what “good” writing 
was, but they were socialized into notions of certain ascribed identities. Out of 
earshot of the children, Mr. Janos explained to me, “usually what I do is try to 
team somebody who struggles with somebody who is a high flier, to kind of 
help each other out.” (Unfortunately, labeling children as “high”, “medium”, 
“low”, or “ high flier” and “struggler” is not an uncommon practice in schools; 
this practice reflects the pressure teachers and administrators feel due to 
standardized tests. I’d like to point out that while in some instances, Mr. Janos 
reproduced deficit ideologies that narrowed children’s identities, in other 
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instances, he demonstrated that he valued students’ strengths, and he 
consistently made the effort to get to know the students as individuals with 
identities beyond their literacy abilities.) 
In a separate conversation, when we were discussing the assignment for 
which Henry had chosen Anastacia as his partner, I asked Mr. Janos how the 
kids knew who “struggled” and who was a “high flier”: 
I don’t think they really knew, to be quite honest with ya. If I felt that 
they, ah, the pick wasn’t gonna be compatible to what we were doing, I 
would kindly, ah, re-pick the team, kind of a deal. They don’t really 
know, especially at the beginning of the year, who’s strong and who’s 
not strong, so I do give ‘em some kind of voice in the matter, ‘cause I 
don’t want to be directing the whole show... 
While it seems as though Mr. Janos thought that his method for pairing partners 
went undetected by the students, Henry’s comments, and his use of Mr. Janos’ 
word, “struggle” make it clear that, even if it’s unintentional on his part, Mr. 
Janos is socializing the children into an official writing culture in which only 
some people struggle with writing, that “struggling” is a state of being, and that 
“strugglers” need the assistance of “high fliers” to help them as they write. 
In another conversation, I asked Mr. Janos what he thought was 
 
important for him to teach his third grade students about writing, and he 
replied: 
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I love for them to put their ideas down on paper. And to me, there’s 
nothing, outside of me correcting the way it looks, I’m not going to sit 
here and criticize what their thoughts are. 
So while Mr. Janos wants students to “put their ideas down on paper” as 
writers, his decision to focus on “the way it looks” and not “their thoughts” 
unintentionally socialized students into the notion that neat handwriting, proper 
formatting, and correct spelling are characteristics of writing that are valued 
above all else. As they wrote with each other and enacted the roles of teacher 
and editor, students socialized each other into valuing these characteristics of 
writing, as well. 
Henry told me that for this assignment, Mr. Janos told him to write the 
first paragraph, Anastacia to write the second paragraph, and Henry to write the 
third paragraph of a story. Mr. Janos explained, “the way I set it up, is see, 
whosever writing the first paragraph, the other person’s supposedly assisting 
them with some ideas, then they flip flop.” With this explanation, it seemed as 
though Mr. Janos expected the participation mode for this assignment to be 
what I called in the last chapter harmonious joint composition, in which 
children shared the mental and physical labor of writing (for example, 
rehearsing ideas together, validating or rejecting each other’s ideas, and sharing 
encoding responsibilities.) 
However, Mr. Janos instructed another set of partners: “Sheru, make 
sure she follows your theme of the first paragraph, she’s not making up a bunch 
of gibberish.” He told another student, “Keep an eye on her, look, she’s writing, 
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following the lines and everything else.” So it did not seem as though the 
intention was for the non-encoding partner to offer novel ideas to the encoding 
partner, as much as the expectation was for one partner, to whom Mr. Janos 
referred (out of ear shot of the children) as the “high flier” to keep the other 
partner, whom he called “the struggler” within the confines of the assignment. 
Whether or not Mr. Janos thought the students knew who he considered to be a 
“struggler” or a “high flier,” comments like these helped to create an official 
writing culture characterized by surveillance and the existence of a teacher 
bestowed imbalance of power between the “high flier” and “the struggler.” 
Additionally, comments like the one Mr. Janos made to Sheru, asking him to 
“make sure” his partner didn’t “[make] up a bunch of gibberish” served to 
socialize the children into the notions that a) some words (or ideas) can be 
“gibberish” and b) as the reader, the “high-flier” partner, (in this case, Sheru) 
has the power to reject an author’s words as “gibberish.” Through assignments 
such as this, and the children’s participation in fulfilling them, the children 
were socialized, by Mr. Janos and their peers, into the notion that co-authors 
were not equal in power, writing ability, or even in the capacity to express an 
idea. 
The children, however, did not always engage in a participation mode in 
the manner in which Mr. Janos intended. I think of the participation mode that 
Henry and Anastacia actually participated in as imbalanced joint composition. 
Henry, who considered Anastacia to be the partner who “struggled,” enforced 
an imbalanced power dynamic between himself and Anastacia. When it was 
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Anastacia’s turn to write, Henry controlled not only the ideas, but also the 
individual words that Anastacia encoded. When it was Henry’s turn to write, 
however, he decided which (and whose) ideas and words to use. 
If you recall, Henry told me that Mr. Janos had told him to write 
paragraphs one and three and he had told Anastacia to write paragraph two. 
When I joined them, Anastacia had just begun writing the second paragraph to 
a story that Henry had started about a skeleton. Mr. Janos’ expectation was that 
both partners would contribute ideas to all three paragraphs. However, when 
Anastacia attempted to share her ideas for this paragraph, Henry rejected them: 
Anastacia: We could write was tired, and then we could write um, that 
when we was dreaming 
Henry: No, no, no. Got tired. 
 
Anastacia: he had a 
 
Henry: You should write he, that makes more sense. He got tired. 
Anastacia: We should write, so he went home and took a nap and then 
Henry: No. 
Anastacia: He had a bad dream about, like, and then he started being 
nice. Henry: Wait, actually, he got tired and fell down. 




Not only did Henry control the ideas that Anastacia wrote in this paragraph, but 
he also made sure that she recorded his ideas verbatim: 
Anastacia (writing): Ready 
Henry: Ready to scare and haunt. 
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Anastacia (writing): to scare and 
 
Henry: to scare and haunt. Haunt. Haunt. Haunt. 
Anastacia (writing): haunt. 
Henry attributed the identity of “struggler” to his partner, and while I don’t 
think he ever heard Mr. Janos use the term “high-flier,” it seems that Henry 
reasoned if his partner was the one who “struggled,” then he was the one who 
did not struggle. While both partners contributed ideas during Anastacia’s turn 
to encode, Henry seemed to have the power to decide which ideas were 
included in their story and which words were used to express them. The power 
that Henry exerted when he wrote with Anastacia was similar to the ways in 
which Mr. Janos exerted his power when he wrote with the class. 
Mr. Janos required the students to show him their work as they finished 
each paragraph, so when they felt they were finished with the second 
paragraph, Anastacia and Henry showed him their story: 
Mr. Janos:  …Scared them away. Nick started chasing them. Soon he 
got tired and fell down. Then he went home. (Yawns). Make it exciting. 
Put a little drama. Okay, you’re done with the second. Go to the third. 
Henry, you got the third one.  You got it? 
Anastacia and Henry returned to their desks and start talking about my tape 
recorder.  In attempt to re-direct them, I ask, “Alright, what happens next?” 
Henry: So, we’re writing, like, he, he went to sleep and had a bad 
dream and started being good. 
Anastacia: Yeah! That’s what I said! 
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Henry: I know. 
 
Henry had rejected Anastacia’s idea when she mentioned it during her turn, but 
after Mr. Janos’ feedback, he decided to include her idea in the story. 
While Henry was encoding, Anastacia did not dictate to him as he had to 
her, nor did she assume the power to reject his ideas, as he had during her turn 
to encode.  As had been the case during her turn to encode, when 
Anastacia suggested an idea or choice of words, Henry rejected them: 
Anastacia: He. dream (yawns). that. 
Henry: about 
 




The power structure within this participation structure remained imbalanced, 
and in Henry’s favor, through both partners’ writing turns. At the end of this 
writing event. Henry was the only one of the partners to claim ownership of the 
text by writing his name on it. 
This example demonstrates that participation modes can shape and are 
shaped by children’s identities as “strugglers” or “high fliers,” perceived by 
themselves, teachers, and/or peers, and the power that results. 
Balanced joint composition. In this participation mode, students 
balanced the mental and physical labor of writing by splitting it equally in half. 
For one particular assignment, this participation mode was expected as part of 
an assignment in the western expansion unit. The students were allowed to 
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selfselect their partner for this assignment. My focal students and their partners 
were as follows: 
Oliver and Samuel 
Henry and Sheru 
Anastacia and Cara 
Meghan and Jazminn 
When I asked the boys how they had become partners, they all spoke about the 
dynamics of their friendships. Sheru explained both sets of male partners when 
he told me: 
Henry and Samuel are my best friends in the Prezi project that I did. So, 
um, I had to choose between them, so I decided that I will be with 
Henry and the next time we do something like this, I’ll be with Samuel. 
Both Anastacia and Meghan told me that that they chose their respective 
partners because everyone else had already chosen a partner. While Meghan didn’t 
elaborate on whom she would have liked to work with, Anastacia told me: 
Anastacia: I was gonna pick her (Ladora), but she was already picked. 
So I just found someone that wasn’t picked. 
Jenn:  How come you wanted to pick Ladora? 
 
Anastacia: ‘Cause she’s my friend. 
 
Other children’s responses to my question were similar; so it seems that 
for both genders, friendship was a motivating factor in partner selection, 
although the girls didn’t necessarily end up writing with their friends. While 
this assignment required students to both read and write, this discussion will 
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focus on the participation mode that the students engaged in while they wrote. 
The students had been given a packet containing two diary entries to read, one 
that was written from the perspective of a Native American and the other was 
written from the perspective of a “western explorer” during the westward 
expansion in the 1800s. In Sheru’s words, the partners were required to “read 
the diaries and take ten notes, each partner makes five notes.” Before Anastacia 
and Cara began the assignment, Cara wrote their names at the top of the paper, 
indicating that the girls shared ownership of the text. Consistent with the 
teacher’s expectations for the participation mode to be enacted within this 
assignment, Anastacia wrote her first fact without consulting her partner. 
Before she continued writing, though, she attempted to challenge the assigned 
participation mode: 
Anastacia: What should the second fact be? 
 
Cara: You’re supposed to write your fact and I’m supposed to write my 
fact. 
Anastacia:  I’m supposed to write five and you’re supposed to write 
five. I already wrote It was very cold. that time was 1864 all the way to 
1865 that’s how long the woman traveled. 
Cara: And that’s your fact. 
 
Cara was unwilling to stray from the teacher-assigned participation 
mode of balanced joint composition. It seemed important to her that each 
author do her share of the work individually, without consulting her partner. 
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Anastacia, Henry, and Cara were all in the same teacher assigned 
reading group. In the imbalanced joint composition event, both Mr. Janos and 
Henry had positioned Anastacia as a “struggler,” and a power difference was 
evident between the co-authors. In the balanced joint composition event, 
students had been allowed to choose their partners, and these choices were 
based on friendship or availability as opposed to perceived abilities. While this 
particular enactment of balanced joint composition, in which partners 
individually produce their contribution to the shared text, may not be ideal, 
partners enacting this participation mode were not adversely influenced by 
perceived identities and/or power. 
Roles 
 
Children performed different roles as they enacted a given participation 
mode within a participation structure. Within the participation modes described 
above, just as they had in second grade (see Table 4.1), children performed 
various roles as they wrote. In third grade, the different options for roles that 
were available for children to enact shaped and/or were shaped by a) children’s 
relationship with their writing partner(s), b) the text’s genre, and c) children’s 
feelings of ownership over the text. Below, I will discuss the roles that were 
available to Anastacia within the two participation modes described above, and 
how Anastacia’s roles shaped and/or were shaped by these three factors. 
Anastacia’s roles within the imbalanced participation mode. In some 
cases, Mr. Janos influenced the relationship between peers because of the 
power he bestowed on one child over another, as was discussed above.  In the 
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case of Anastacia and Henry that I also discussed above, the roles that were 
available for each student to enact were limited by Henry’s perception of 
Anastacia as the “struggler” and himself as the “non-struggler” and the power 
that Henry asserted as a result of these ascribed identities. Since Henry viewed 
Anastacia as the “struggler,” he enacted the role of director, in which he 
directed her writing turn, down to the individual words she wrote, and he 
limited her contributions during her turn to acting as a scribe for his ideas. 
Anastacia attempted to perform the role of contributor by offering ideas, which 
Henry rejected when it was her turn to write: 




Anastacia: He had a bad dream, about, like, and then he started being 
nice. 
Henry: Wait, actually, um, he got tired, tired and fell down. 
 
During both partners’ writing turns, both Henry and Anastacia performed the 
role of editor by monitoring for spelling, handwriting, and grammar, for 
example: 
Henry: When everyone started trick-or-treating, Nick jumped out and 
scared them away. 
Anastacia writes When 
Henry: everyone 
Anastacia: So every 
Henry: Wait, wait. You need to space. Space about right here. 
Anastacia: But everyone is one word, right? 
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Henry: Every one. 
 
Henry didn’t accept Anastacia’s contribution that everyone should be written 
as one word, and repeated everyone as if it were two words, essentially 
demanding that Anastacia include a space in the word. She complied with his 
request, but she also added a hyphen to connect the words, writing evry-one, 
because, while she may not have spelled it correctly, she knew everyone was 
one word. While, for the most part, Anastacia enacted the role of the scribe 
during her turn to write, her addition of the hyphen was an example of one of a 
few small acts of rebellion that demonstrated her resistance to being 
completely relegated to the role of scribe. 
During Anastacia’s turn to write, Henry performed the role of the 
rejecter, as he rejected Anastacia’s contributions of ideas and word choices. 
However, during his turn to write, Henry decided to write one of Anastacia’s 
ideas that he had previously rejected: 
Anastacia: We should write, so he went home and took a nap and then 
Henry: No. 




Henry: So, we’re writing, like, he, he went to sleep and had a bad 
dream and started being good. 
Anastacia: Yeah! That’s what I said! 
Henry: I know. 
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In Henry’s role as director, he controlled all of Anastacia’s 
contributions, and with the power that he perceived he had in this writing 
event, it seems as though he felt that while he didn’t come up with the original 
idea, he could decide if and when it’s placed into the text. When Mr. Janos 
told 
Henry to make the third paragraph “exciting,” Henry decided to use an idea of 
Anastacia’s that he had rejected during her writing turn. Anastacia’s outcry and 
assertion of ownership over the idea communicated that she objected to the way 
he claimed her idea without giving her credit for it. 
Anastacia’s claim of co-ownership of this text seemed to shift 
throughout this event, and may have shaped and been shaped by the various 
roles that she enacted. The pronoun choices that Anastacia made in her verbal 
offerings to this text indicated that as her feelings towards her co- ownership 
shifted, so did the roles she performed. Throughout the beginning of this writing 
event, she seemed to harbor a sense of co-ownership of the piece; she used “we” 
in the role of planner, as she proposed plans for different aspects of the texts 
(i.e. length, mechanics, etc.), with statements like: 
• We need to add more writing ‘cause Mr. Janos said it’s too boring. 
 
• What are we writing now? 
• So we, and if [we] did it like that, it’s [the next letter is] gonna go too 
close to the word. It’s gonna be like all together… 
Throughout the composition of the text, Anastacia used the pronoun 
 
“we” in the role of contributor, as she proposed ideas to include within the text, 
for example: 
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But we should write what happened in his dream. Maybe we could write 
that he, he was, that, that, that he had a dream that people, that he bullied were 
bullying him. And then he started being good, like that. … We should write, so 
he went home and took a nap and then… 
 
Due to her constant use of the pronoun “we,” it appears as though Anastacia 
conceived of some aspects of the text, such as plans for what to write and how 
to write it, as co-owned. However, after Henry decided to write one of 
Anastacia’s ideas that he had rejected during her turn to write, Anastacia 
switched her pronoun use to “you”: 




With her switch to the pronoun “you”, she seemed to relinquish her 
feeling of co-ownership of the text. It seems as though her perception of the 
roles that were available to her changed as well; she ceased her attempts to 
contribute any ideas or to perform the role of planner, and the only roles she 
performed for the remainder of this writing event were those of editor and 
distractor. At the end of this writing event, Henry was the only one of the 
coauthors to write his name on the story, thereby claiming sole ownership of the 
text. 
Anastacia’s roles with the balanced participation mode. When 
Anastacia participated in the balanced joint composition participation mode with Cara 
in the assignment with the diary entries discussed above, students had been allowed to 
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choose their partners, and these choices were made based on friendship or availability 
as opposed to perceived abilities. Therefore, neither Anastacia nor Cara’s perceived 
abilities shaped the roles that were available for the students to perform. Before they 
began to write, Cara wrote both partners’ names on the top of the paper, declaring her 
intention to co-author this text. During this event, Anastacia performed the roles of 
contributor, composer, and editor during her writing turn. She decided what she was 
going to write and then wrote and edited it: 
Anastacia writes #1 while Cara looks on, but doesn’t say anything. 
Anastacia adds The winter was cold and when the traveled was in 
winter. She reads the sentence that she wrote out loud, and then adds a 
y to make the into they. 
While writing this one sentence, Anastacia shifted between three roles, two of 
which had not been available to her when Henry had been her partner. 
Anastacia may have felt entitled to enact these roles because of her feelings of 
shared text ownership and/or because she perceived her relationship with Cara 
as one of equality. 
In addition to children’s relationship with their writing partners and 
feelings of text ownership, a text’s genre also shaped the options for roles that 
were available for children to enact. In the case of this assignment, the text that 
the children had been given to read and record five facts from had been 
presented to them as non-fiction. On the occasions in which I observed the 
students writing non-fiction texts, the subject of plagiarism consistently arose. 
When discussing the topic during a different assignment, Samuel explained: 
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Plagiarism is when you’re copying something word by word. While 
Anastacia, Cara, and the rest of the students were working on this particular 
assignment, Mr. Janos interrupted with an announcement to the class: 
Henry had a very good question. He goes, “Can we plagiarize?” Not 
really, you can put it in your own words. 
The genre of this text offered the possibility of a new role, which was 
one in which children warned their partner(s) away from committing acts of 
plagiarism- the role of plagiarism detector. Anastacia enacted this role during 
Cara’s writing turn: 
Cara writes #6- the rock bed is from, and looks back to an earlier page 
in the ”western explorer’s” diary entry before she writes each word. 
Anastacia: You can do the Native American one because they already 
know about the girl one. Did you hear him, you can’t copy exact? You 
can change it. 
Cara: I know.  I’m gonna change it. 
 
Cara add to her sentence 15 to 30 feet deep, flips the page back, says 
“ok” under her breath, and adds a period. Then she writes Which the 
gold…is deposited. 
Cara: I’m finished with this one. 
When Cara declared that she was finished writing her first fact, the sentence 
that she had written looked like this: 
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#6-the rock bed is from 15 to 30 feet deep. Which the gold is depsited. 
The sentence in the diary entry that she referred to before writing each word in 
her fact was: 
The creek has to be flumed, and the rock bed is from 15 to 30 feet deep, 
upon which the gold is deposited. 
Although Cara claimed that she was “gonna change” the sentences she had 
written, it’s clear that she did not. This may have been within the balanced 
participation mode, Cara thought of the writing turns and the power that each 
partner influenced over her turn was absolute, while equal overall. It may also 
have been because Cara didn’t quite understand what plagiarism was. 
The role of plagiarism detector hadn’t existed in second grade. It 
developed in third grade because the third grade teacher and students socialized 
the third grade children into this notion of plagiarism, and the concept of 
plagiarism seemed to be on the children’s minds when their writing was 
connected to texts they perceived as non-fiction. In this class, however, it 
seemed as though plagiarism could only occur when children copied word for 
word from a published source. When Mr. Janos instructed the children to write 
the ideas he had approved in the whole class independent writing event, as you 
can see from Figures A-D, most of the children recorded the ideas he approved 
word for word, and neither Mr. Janos nor a student brought up issues of 
plagiarism in that writing event. In addition, I never heard a child accuse a peer 
of copying that child’s work. When Henry decided that he would write 
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Anastacia’s idea in the skeleton story, she claimed the idea, but, perhaps 
because Henry had not copied her exact words when he wrote her idea, she did 
not accuse him of plagiarism. Alternatively, plagiarism may not have been 
brought up in these events because the students had been socialized to consider 
plagiarism in connection with printed materials (books, websites, the diary 
entries in the assignment described above) and not a child’s ideas. 
Conclusion 
 
In this chapter, I described the project-based curriculum that undergirded 
Mr. Janos’ literacy instruction.  Next, I identified the participation structures 
that were available to children as they wrote in this classroom: teacher-directed 
independent writing; peer writing help; and writing with peers. Then, I 
discussed the participation modes that children engaged in within the available 
participation structures and showed that while the assignments and participation 
modes were teacher-assigned, the children did not always participate as the 
teacher intended. I illustrated that participation modes can shape and are shaped 
by children’s identities as “strugglers” or “high fliers,” perceived by 
themselves, teachers. and/or peers, and the power that that results. Finally, I 
explained the roles that children enacted as they created collaborative texts. I 
showed in third grade, the different options for roles that were available for 
children to enact shape and/or were shaped by a) children’s relationship with 
their writing partner(s), b) the text’s genre, and c) children’s feelings of 
ownership over the text. Throughout the chapter, I pointed out how children 
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were socialized by their teacher and peers into ideas about collaboration, 




Discussion, Implications, and Conclusion 
 
Issues of authorship and ownership are all around us. Two recent 
examples come to mind; the first from just two days ago (June 23, 2017), when 
my first class of first graders graduated from high school. The salutatorian 
began her speech by telling the audience that when she first sat down to begin 
writing her speech, she started by looking up all of the graduation speeches she 
could find on the Internet. She told us that her plan had been to take all of the 
best lines from the speeches she could find from the last ten years and compile 
them to make up her speech. But then she realized that other people’s words 
wouldn’t hold her memories, making it impossible for them to adequately 
express her ideas. In other words, she felt she needed to select and arrange the 
words in her speech so they would convey her ideas in her voice. 
The second example comes from the music I’m playing in the background as I 
write. As I began to write this chapter, Yusuf/Cat Stevens’ tiny desk concert 
on NPR from December 9, 2014 was playing in the background (available 
http://www.npr.org/event/music/368934858/yusuf-cat-stevens-tinydesk- 
concert). Before he played his song “Fist cut is the deepest,” he said, “Uh, this 
 
is an old one. Maybe some people don’t know I wrote this one. It wasn’t Rod 
Stewart.” The fact that it was important for this successful artist to point out 
his authorship and assert his ownership of a song he wrote in 1967 indicates 
that, whether you’re 6, 16, or 66, your investment in your writing and claims 






In this chapter, first I will look across the two grades at issues of 
authorship and ownership to summarize my findings, and as I do so, I will 
discuss the teaching implications of this research. Then, I will propose 
directions for future research. 
Authorship & Ownership: Assertions and Pedagogical Implications Across 
the Grades 
Discussion and Significance 
 
The sociocultural perspective has shown us, among other things, that 
writing and speaking are social processes that are inextricably linked (Heath, 
1983; Hymes, 1972, Vygotsky 1978). Writing, then, is dialogic (Bakhtin, 1981). 
Across the two grades in this study, I identified seven different participation 
structures, four different participation modes, and more than fifteen roles that 
students performed as they co-authored texts. In both grades, children 
performed different roles as they enacted a given participation mode within a 
participation structure. I showed that within and across different events, and in 
both grades, students enacted myriad roles as they wrote. The roles that were 
available for children to enact shaped and/or were shaped by children’s a) 
relationship with their writing partner(s), b) feelings of ownership over the text, 
and, c) in third grade, the text’s genre. Thus, teachers who attempt to assign 
participation modes and/or roles to children when they write over-simplify the 
dynamic processes involved in co-authoring. 
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This study echoes Dyson’s (1987; 1993; 2015) work, which shows for 
children, the talk in which they engage (and the relationships that talk builds or 
confirms) before, during, and after they produce a text is often just as, if not 
more, important that the written text. In both the second and third grades in this 
study, friendship was a motivating factor when the children had agency in their 
partner selection.  Children actively negotiated the conceptions of authorship 
and ownership, what it meant to be a co-author, and how they could participate 
as such, and those negotiations were shaped by and shaped their social relations. 
Although the teachers may not have realized it, their literacy ideologies 
influenced the participation structures, participation modes, and roles that were 
available in their classrooms as well as how they were enacted. Mrs. Morris and 
Mr. Janos had two very different perceptions of writing and, despite working in 
the same school, with classrooms in the same hallway, they socialized their 
students into very different notions about writing. In Mrs. Morris’ classroom, 
writing was conceived of as a social practice, what Street (1985) would call the 
“ideological” model of literacy. As second graders, the focal students had been 
socialized into notions that as writers, it’s important to learn from other writers 
and share ideas. Mrs. Morris allowed the “write with someone” and “peer help” 
participation structures in her classroom to be child- driven because she 
believed writing is a social practice, so she provided the space for her students 
to develop those practices. As third graders, however, the focal students were 
socialized to view writing as a deconstructed, technical skill, what Street (1985) 
would call the “autonomous” model of literacy. Mr. Janos micro-managed the 
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participation structures that occurred in his classroom, down to the participation 
mode that he required students to follow along with assignments, because his 
goal was for his students to develop certain skills as writers. 
As Sterponi (2014), building on Garrettt and Baquedano-Lopez(2002) 
and Schieffelin and Ochs (1986), eloquently sums up: 
the paradigm of language socialization posits that 
learning to read and write implies not only the 
acquisition of a set of cognitive and motor skills but 
also cultural apprenticeship into a community’s values, 
social positions, and identities, which are associated 
with locally shaped literacy practices (p. 227). 
 
 
The child-driven participation structure of peer writing help existed in both 
classrooms. In this child driven participation structure, the authors and helpers 
in each grade were accepting and offering help, respectively, based on how they 
had been socialized by their teachers and peers to think about writing in that 
grade. 
While peer writing help existed in both classrooms, the expectations for 
students’ participation in the structure of peer writing help were different within 
the second and third grade classrooms. The differences were informed by how 
children were socialized by the teachers and their peers in each class to think 
about writing. In second grade, recall that peer writing help was most often 
accepted by the author when the helper offered an idea, while in third grade, 
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peer writing help mostly involved spelling, formatting, and handwriting 
assistance. In second grade, most pieces didn’t have a teacher-imposed deadline 
for completion, while in third grade most pieces did; therefore, in third grade, 
peer writing help was focused on assisting the author to finish the piece, 
whereas in second grade, the helper focused on assisting the author with 
expanding the piece. 
I build on Dyson’s (2013) participation modes to identify harmonious, 
discordant, imbalanced, and balanced participation modes. The differences 
between the participation modes regarding students’ perceptions of ownership 
illustrate that the act of co-authoring a text may not necessarily yield 
perceptions of co-ownership of a text. I began this study asking questions about 
collaborative writing, but after I analyzed the data, I realized that the term 
“collaboration” doesn’t describe what actually occurred within all four 
participation modes that I identified. The harmonious joint composition mode 
describes partners who shared in the mental and physical labor of writing (for 
example, rehearsing ideas together, validating or rejecting each other’s ideas, 
and sharing encoding responsibilities); partners who engaged in this 
participation mode may have been considered to be collaborating. However, in 
the discordant, imbalanced, and balanced joint composition modes of 
participation, issues of ownership arise, which seems to make them ineligible to 
be thought of as collaboration. In the discordant joint composition participation 
mode, while both partners contribute to the creative aspects and encoding of the 
text, the partners view everything in the text as individually owned. In the 
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imbalanced joint composition modes, one partner controls both writing turns. 
Finally, in the balanced joint composition participation mode, the partners 
balance the mental and physical labor of writing by splitting it equally in half. I 
demonstrated that when shared expectations regarding ownership are broken, 
then friendships, not just participation modes, waiver. 
This study supports the body of literature that challenges the 
problematic deficit discourse promoted when labels and identities, such as 
“struggling,” and 
“high flier,” are ascribed to students (Dyson, 2015; Yoon, 2015). Anastacia and 
Henry demonstrated that perceived ability and the power that results can hinder 
one partner from fully participating as a co-author. Furthermore, this study 
illustrated that there is a serious problem with assuming that “strugglers” and 
“high fliers” exist.  Despite Henry ascribing the identity of “struggler” to 
Anastacia, thereby controlling the extent that she contributed to the authorship 
of the piece, Anastacia offered many ideas for the story in addition to providing 
Henry support with spelling and grammar. Both children contributed (or at least 
attempted to contribute) to this piece based on their own strengths. 
In considering literacy as a social practice (Street, 1985), it may be 
helpful for educators to think about the multiple ways social practice might be 
enacted. This study shows that there are many different ways to co-author a 
text, and not all co-authors contribute in the same way or the same amount to a 
text. Across the grades, I identified seven different participation structures, four 
different participation modes, and more than fifteen roles that students 
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performed as they co-authored a text. In both grades, children performed 
different roles as they enacted a given participation mode within a participation 
structure. I showed that within and across different events, and in both grades, 
students enact myriad roles as they wrote. Thus, teachers who attempt to assign 
participation modes and/or roles to children when they write over-simplify the 
dynamic processes involved in co-authoring. 
While Mr. Janos believed that the students were not aware of his 
categories of “strugglers” and “high fliers,” looking closely at Henry and 
Anastacia’s talk and actions around the event in which they co-authored a story 
unfortunately showed otherwise. By pairing a “struggler” with a “high flier,” 
Mr. Janos may have thought he was creating conditions for the “struggler” to 
function within their zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1987) through 
collaborating with a “more capable peer” (p.86); however, despite Henry 
ascribing the identity of “struggler” to Anastacia, thereby controlling the extent 
that she contributed to the authorship of the piece, Anastacia offered many ideas 
for the story in addition to providing Henry support with spelling and grammar. 
Writing about kindergarten children who have been labeled “below 
average,” Yoon (2015) warns: 
Predetermined categories give educators limited insights into the abilities of 
children; these limitations can potentially narrow opportunities for children 
to develop and grow at school. Deeper insights cannot occur without 
changing the discourse --transforming the labels, words and measures we 
use to explain the capacity of children. (p. 390) 
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Unfortunately, this concept of “strugglers” as opposed to “high fliers,” or 
“low” as opposed to “high” students is not unique to the third grade classroom 
in my study. As Yoon urges, we must transform the deficit discourse and 






This study demonstrated that “collaboration” is not an accurate term to 
describe all the different ways that children work together to co-author a text. 
The participation modes of harmonious joint composition, in which partners 
shared in the mental and physical labor of writing (i.e. rehearsing ideas 
together, validating or rejecting each other’s ideas and sharing encoding 
responsibilities) and discordant joint composition, in which partners view 
everything as individually owned, but they both contribute to the creative 
aspects and encoding of the story, may be considered the closest of the four 
modes I identified in my data to collaboration. Harmonious joint composition 
and discordant joint composition both occurred when the children had agency to 
decide what and with whom they would write, and when they were away from 
their teacher’s watchful eye. In these participation modes, writing was a social 
practice. The writers choose to write with their friends about topics that were 
important to them. For collaborative writing to be generative, we as teachers 
must notice what happens when students set the rules and expectations for the 
collaboration. One way that teachers can learn from the students about their 
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collaborative writing practices is to reimagine the participation structure of the 
whole class share. Perhaps teachers can use that time to ask the children to talk 
about the ways they participated as co-authors in the production of a text. 
As I prepare to teach undergraduate pre-service teachers this fall, I am thinking 
about the implications that the findings in this study will have on my teaching. 
To facilitate pre-service teachers in thinking about the complexities inherent in 
collaborative writing, I think it will be important for them to experience what 
it’s really like to collaborate by writing with their peers. Experiencing first 
hand the myriad roles and avenues for participation within a collaborative 
writing event, as well as considering the impact that their social relationships 
may have on their writing process, may better prepare pre-service teachers for 
supporting collaborative writing in their own classrooms. 
Directions for Future Research 
 
Due to circumstances beyond my control, I was not able to carry out my 
intention to follow specific children across grades. In a future study, I intend to 
implement that component of my original study. Understanding how specific 
children are socialized by their teachers and peers into issues of authorship and 
ownership across more than one year, and how their conceptions of authorship 
and ownership may change (or stay the same) in different contexts will further 
add to the body of knowledge about this age group and issues of co-authorship. 
In addition, there is a need for similar studies within more diverse classrooms, 
to explore how different language varieties and/or languages may come into 
play when children are writing together. 
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The third grade writing event for which Anastacia and Henry partnered 
made me question what role, if any, gender may have played in the various 
participation structures and modes, and the roles that were available for students 
within them. Just as students’ perceptions of ownership begin at a young age so 
do their performance of gender and enactment or protest of typical gender roles. 
In the case of Henry and Anastacia, I wonder if the teacher and Henry’s 
ascribed identity of Anastacia as a “struggler,” and Henry’s ideas about what 
coauthorship with her should look like were compounded in part by her gender, 
and whether the teacher and/or students’ perceptions about gender influenced 
the enacted and/or available roles within the participation mode. 
Lastly, in light of the rainbow font and “Charlie Charlie” events, it would be 
interesting to look at how ideas spread in classrooms, within specific interest in 
claims (or rejections) of ownership and authorship. These two events in my 
study occurred within childhood culture, which makes me wonder whether the 
rules for authorship and ownership vary amongst children writing in school 
versus writing for themselves or each other. 
Conclusion 
 
In this dissertation, I illustrated that writing is a social practice (Street, 
1985). Children write themselves in and out of friendships and ascribed 
identities through their participation in these practices. A close examination of 
two different classrooms in two different grades in the same school revealed the 
complexities involved when two or more children co-author one text. I showed 
a variety of ways in which children actively negotiated the conceptions of 
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ownership, authorship, and what it meant to be a co-author and how they could 
participate as such. I illustrated a number of ways in which those negotiations 
were shaped by and shaped their social relationships and the notions about 
literacy they were socialized into by their teacher and peers. Through 
participation structures, modes, and enacted roles, the children were socialized 
by their teacher and peers into notions about ownership and authorship that 
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Excerpts of teacher interview questions 
 
Some questions that were included in the IRB protocol for this project regarding 
teacher interviews are as follows: 
1. What have you noticed about (a student’s) writing? 
 
2. What have you been working on with (a student) as far as writing 
instruction? 
3. What are some resources that you’ve noticed your students drawing 






Excerpts of student interview questions 
 
Some of the questions that I asked students during the summer interviews were: 
 
1. Tell me about your summer.  What fun things have you been up to so far? 
 
2. Have you been doing any writing? If you have, tell me about it. What kinds 
of things have been writing? 
 
3. If you could choose to write by yourself or with someone, which would you 
choose? Why? If you chose “with someone” is there someone specific you 
like to write with? Why? 
 
4. Do you remember any writing that you did last year that you’re really proud 
of?  Tell me about the writing and what, specifically, made you proud of it. 
 
5. Have you seen anyone from your second grade class this summer? If so, 
who and where? Have you had any play dates or sleepovers with anyone 
from school this summer? If so, who were they with? What did you do 
together? 
 
6. Do you know who your third grade teacher will be next year? If not, who 
do you hope you’ll have for a third grade teacher? Why? 
 
7. Have you heard anything about the kinds of things you will be doing in third 
grade?  What do you think you'll be doing as a third grader? 
 
8. If you could take anyone from your second grade class with you to third 
grade, who would you take? 
 
9. What kind of writing do you hope you’ll do in third grade? 
 
10. Can you tell me about someone who you think is a really good writer? 
Name the person and explain what makes them a good writer. 
 
11. What are you looking forward to most about third grade? 
 
12. What will you miss the most about second grade? 
 
13. Is there anything else you’d like to tell me about? 
